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Summary
This PhD thesis includes, as the title suggests, studies of the photophysics of selected protein chromophores in the gas phase. Two
chromophores, the Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) chromphore
and Retinal chromophore, have been studied in detail.
The function of the Green Fluorescent Protein in nature is still
unknown, however the protein is of massive interest as a biological
marker for in vivo fluorescence microscopy. The intrinsic photophysical properties of the GFP chromophore, hbdi, is thus of great
interest as a reference for protein studies. The one-photon absorption cross section is measured with two techniques, low pulse energy
and short pulse duration. The one-photon absorption cross section
is shown to be very dependent on the internal temperature of the
chromophore, due to vibrational modes which promote electron
detachment.
A hydrogen bound complex of two hbdi chromophores have
been studied, employing a newly developed experimental technique.
This study is an initial step towards isolating specific parts of the
protein environment. Furthermore, the system contains a neutral
hbdi chromophore, which is otherwise difficult to measure in the
gas phase. The hydrogen bond on the anion is stronger than in
the protein yielding a slight blue shift of the absorption profile
compared to that of the protein. The neutral absorption profile
is measured to correspond nicely to the absorption band in the
protein.
The protonated schiff base (psb) retinal chromophore forms the
basis of vision in many biosystems, for example mammalian vision or
as a bacterial sensor to avoid exposure to ultraviolet radiation. The
retinal chromphore has been studied in detail by several research
v
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groups, and slightly different absortpion cross sections have been
published. It is shown that these deviations stem from a highly
temperature dependent absorption cross section, yielding varying
decay rates, thus promoting different wavelength regions in different
experimental setups.
A discussion of the molecular fragmentation of the retinal chromophore in the gas phase has been initiated, and contributions
from other research groups have formed a detailed picture regarding
the photoproducts of the psb retinal chromophore.
Finally, saphira, a new electrostatic storage ring has been built,
and in combination with a recently installed femtosecond laser
system, it will form the basis for ultrafast pump-probe experiments,
aiming at disclosing the intrinsic timescales in the psb retinal
photoresponse.

Dansk Resumé
Dette Ph.d. projekt omhandler, som title antyder, studier af photofysikken af udvalgte protein kromoforer i gasfasen. Specielt er
kromoforen fra det Grønne Fluoreserende Protein (GFP) og Retinal
kromoforen blevet studeret i detalje.
Grøn Fluoreserende Proteins biologiske funktion er endnu ukendt. Protein har dog vundet stor interesse og anvendelighed som in
vivo markør til fluoresensmikroskopi. GFP kromoforens, hbdi, fotofysiske egenskaber er derfor vigtige at kende, så studier i forhold til
proteinet har en kvalificeret reference. En-foton absorptionstværsnittet er blevet målt med to teknikker: Med kort laserpulsenergi og
med kort laserpulsvarighed. Det er vist at en-foton tværsnittet er
enormt afhængig af kromoforens interne temperatur, idet udvalgte
vibrationstilstande forstærker elektronafgivelsen fra kromoforen.
Et komplex bestående af to hbdi kromoforer bundet sammen af
en hydrogenbinding er blevet undersøgt med en nyudviklet experimentel teknik. Dette studie er vores første skridt imod at isolere
bestemte dele af proteinmiljøet omkring kromoforen, og måle deres
effekt i gasfasen. Derudover er den ene kromofor i komplekset
et neutralt hbdi molekyle som ellers er meget svært at studere i
gasfasen. Hydrogenbindingen til anionen i kromoforen er stærkere
en bindingen i proteinet og giver derved et blåskifte af absorptionsprofilen i forhold til proteinets profil. Den neutrale kromofors
absorptionsprofil svarer godt til absorptionsbåndet af en neutral
kromofor i proteinet.
Retinal kromoforen med en Protoniseret Schiff Base (psb) er
den grundlæggende antenne i lysabsorberende proteiner i mange
biosystemer, for eksempel i patterdyrs syn og som sensor i bakterier for at undgå at bliver udsat for ultraviolet lys. Retinal
vii
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kromoforen er blevet studeret i detalje af flere forskergrupper og
absorptionstværsnit med små variationer er blevet udgivet. Det
bliver heri vist, at disse afvigelser stammer fra en meget temperaturafhængigt absorptionstværsnit over hele bølgelængdeområdet,
hvilket giver forskellige henfaldsrater til forskellige bølgelængder.
Dermed bliver forskellige bølgelængdeområder favoriseret i forskellige ekseprimentelle opstillinger.
Retinal molecylets fragmentering i gasfasen er blevet beskrevet,
hvilket har igangsat en diskussion med indlæg fra flere forskergrupper, hvilket har formet en detaljeret billeder hvilke fotoprodukter
psb retinal kromoforeren efterlader i gasfasen.
Saphira er en ny elektrostatisk lagerring, som er blevet bygget
og installeret, som i kombination med en ny femtosekundlaser vil
give grundlaget for ultrahurtige pumpe-probe eksperimenter. Målet
er at afsløre på hvilken tidsskala psb retinal kromoforens fotorespons
sker.
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Outline
Chapter 1 shortly introduces the gas-phase protein chromophore
Chapter 2 introduces the experimental setups of elisa and
saphira and how the experiments performed at these two laboratories can reveal the photophysical properties of biologically and
scientifically relevant protein chromophores.
Chapter 3 is based on the continued investigation of the photophysics of the Green Fluorescent Protein Chromophore. The
single-photon absorption is of particular interest, and have been
studied in detail. A hydrogen bound complex of a deprotonated
and a neutral chromophore is also discussed.
Chapter 4 presents the fragmentation studies of retinal as well as
the spectroscopic findings which explains the difference in already
published spectroscopic data.
Chapter 5 Concludes the thesis and presents a list of further
questions open for investigation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The International Year of Light is a global initiative
which will highlight to the citizens of the world the
importance of light and optical technologies in their
lives, for their futures, and for the development of
society. It is a unique opportunity to inspire, educate,
and connect on a global scale.
United Nations, 2015
www.light2015.org

United Nations has named the year 2015 the International year
of light and light based technologies.[1] The topic of this thesis
is highly relevant in this context, which I will emphasize in this
chapter, by discussing the elements of the title: Photophysics of
gas-phase protein chromophore ions.

1

2

1.1

Chapter 1. Introduction

The topic of light

Light plays a major role in nature. Each and every living organism
need the energy and light from the sun in some way. Either directly
to harvest energy from the light, to see, or indirectly by feeding on
others organisms who harvested their energy directly. Common to
all interactions with light is, that a light absorber is needed, this
leads to the first part of the thesis title:
Protein chromophores
Sensing or harvesting light is achieved by proteins, by having a
light absorbing part, the chromophore, which can take many forms.
In photosynthesis, this is achieved by light harvesting complexes
which transfer energy to the reaction core, where molecular oxygen
and ATP is generated.[2, 3]
As many are aware, chlorophyll is the light absorbing molecule,
the chromophore, of photosynthesis. Chlorophyll is a porphyrin
molecule with a magnesium atom in the center. Chlorophyll exists in
two complementary forms, with non-overlapping absorption bands,
such that almost all light from the sun, except the green light, is
absorbed giving plants their green color.[3]
Another form of light harvesting is done by the retinal chromophore inside bacteriorhodopsin located on the cell membrane of
some bacteria. Here the retinal chromophore is pumping protons
out of the cell thus generating an electronic potential used by other
systems in the cell to generate ATP.[4, 5]
Another photo active protein is the Green Fluorescent Protein
(GFP), which was discovered, in the 1960s, to be the origin of the
fluorescence of the Aequorea victoria jellyfishShimomura et al. [6].
The GFP and mutated proteins have since become an important bioluminescent marker for in vivo studies, as the protein is self folding
and non-toxic. The GFP chromophore is formed autocatalytically
from amino acid compounds in the protein requiring only molecular
oxygen to be present in the host.
Chromophores are used as antennas in a whole range of proteins.
In some bacterial rhodopsines, retinal is used to detect blue and
UV light which are dangerous for the bacteria. In the animal
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vision proteins, retinal is used for detecting optical photons. The
versatility of the retinal chromophore is remarkable.
Common to all photoactive proteins is, that the chromophore
is held inside a protein pocket. The pocket sets the environment
for the chromophore where steric constraints, hydrogen bonds and
counterions perturb the chromophore and its electronic states.
Photophysics
One very important photophysical achievement is the invention of
the laser - “light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation.”
Laser based technologies have become ubiquitous in our everyday
lives in the form of CD players and barcode scanners, for example.
In the field of physics, lasers are used because of the generated
coherent light, and the highly precise wavelength and spatial extent
of a laser beam.
Laser based photophysical research span a range of different
topics for example quantum computer qubit switching, ion trapping
and cooling, or Atto second research.[7, 8, 9]
In this work, photophysics is the physical nature and effect of
photon absorption in single molecules studied by laser excitation of
molecular ions.
Gas-phase ions
To understand the effects of the protein environment a proper
reference has to be chosen. This was previously the solution phase
as that was the only practical reference. A proper reference is,
however the gas-phase, as the intrinsic molecular properties are
probed without perturbations. The first gas-phase spectroscopy
measurements were achieved in 2001 for a biomolecule, the GFP
chromophore, by storing charged chromophores in elisa.[10]
The solution-phase reference were chosen because the experimental technique is less demanding. Unfortunately one can easily
come to the wrong conclusions. This was indeed the case of the
retinal chromophore, where it was believed that the opsin shift, the
shift of the chromophore absorption caused by the protein, was
a red shift. With proper gas-phase measurements it was however

4
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revealed, that the protein was actually blue-shifting the absorption
band compared to the gas phase.[11]
Photophysics of gas-phase protein chromophore ions
To summarize, this thesis presents studies of protein chromophores,
specifically the GFP chromophore and the protonated Schiff base
retinal chromophore. These studies are performed with isolated
charged molecules in the gas phase, where the effect of laser excitation is monitored.

Chapter 2
Experimental techniques
and developments
Experiments have been carried out at the elisa and saphira/sep ii
laboratories at Aarhus University. Both labs include an electrostatic
storage ring to store ions from various ion sources. Storing ions in
an electrostatic field requires that the voltages are proportional to
the kinetic energy of the ions. This is exploited by having the ion
source on a high-voltage platform delivering the acceleration of the
ions, such that the ions of all masses are stored independent of their
ion source of origin. The storage rings are quite compact, with a
circumference of 8 m and 4 m for elisa and saphira respectively.
Pulsed nano second lasers are employed in both labs to interact with the ions, as the laser light is precisely defined in both
space, time and wavelength. A femtosecond laser has been installed recently at saphira, which enable a completely new range
of experiments in this lab.
In this chapter I will discuss both setups and the experimental
techniques in both labs.

5
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Chapter 2. Experimental techniques and developments

Ion sources

Both elisa and saphira has been designed, such that a variety
of ion sources can be mounted. The choice of ion source depends
on the task at hand. In this work we have used an in-house built
cold cathode plasma ion source (glass source),[12] a sputter ion
source,[13] and finally electrospray ion sources[14].

2.1.1

Glass Source

During the test of saphira and elisa, a high current and stable
ion source is needed. That is, preferable an ion source with very
few dynamical processes. Our first choice was an in-house built
cold cathode plasma ion source (glass source). In this source a
plasma is formed between the bias electrodes (mounted in a glass
housing). The gas to study is injected through a needle valve to
keep the plasma burning. The glass source can produce tens of
nano amperes of mass selected singly charged ions. The glass source
was used for initial tests of the saphira ions storage facility, and
the first stored ion beam (NO2– ) was produced with this source.

2.1.2

Sputter ion source

Characterizing saphira proved to be a challenging task. One major
problem was ion source instabilities due to the inherent dynamical
nature of the glass plasma source. The second choice was therefore
to use a caesium sputter ion source, in which caesium is evaporated
in an oven, ionized and bombarded onto a sample cathode. The
accelerated caesium ions sputter material off of the sample surface,
releasing atoms and clusters from the sample. A sample of pure
copper was used to generate roughly 100 nA of Cu– .

2.1.3

Electrospray ion source

The electrospray ion source has been the primary work horse during
this project. This source is based on the electrospray ionization
technique developed by Nobel Prize winner in chemistry in 2002: J.
Fenn.[15] In this ion source the sample (a solvent) is flowing through

2.1.3. Electrospray ion source
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Figure 2.1: An actual picture of scattered light in the spray plume
region at saphira. The Taylor Cone is very small, and therefore not
visible in this picture, however, both the spray Jet and Plume are very
nicely depicted.

the spray needle tip. A voltage difference of 2 kV to 4 kV is applied
between the needle and the front surface of the ion source, in our
case a heated capillary. The spray process is a very dynamical
process which is highly dependent on the spray voltage and the rate
at which solution is flowing through the needle as well as to air flow
around the spray plume (figure 2.1). The electric field geometry in
the volume occupied by the plume is of course important and is also
changing in time due to depositions on the capillary surface. Sudden
changes in the spray efficiency has been observed, which is probably
arising from an ion funnel like field geometry as a consequence of
sample deposition.[16]
Two major competing models exists on how singly charged
isolated molecules are formed in the heated capillary (kept at a
constant temperature of 80 ◦C to 150 ◦C). One is the charged
residue model, in which the solvent is gradually evaporated, leading
to coulomb explosions as the increased density of surface charge

8
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overcomes the surface tension, first described by Dole et al. [17].
No model is preferred over the other at this time. In contrast, in
the ion evaporation model, ions desorb from the surface of charged
droplets, as the surface charge becomes large enough to favor a
small cluster leaving the droplet. This model was first described by
Iribarne and Thomson [18].
Gas-phase ions leaving the capillary are travel through an octupole guide into in the differential pumping section (figure 2.2
on the next page) into a radio-frequency (RF) multipole trap
with a helium buffer gas (22 and 16 poles at elisa and saphira
respectively).[19] The buffer gas serves to slow down the ions to
be able to trap them as well as thermalizing the ions. Trapped
molecules thermalize on the micro second time scale. We have the
possibility to cool the trap with liquid nitrogen to temperatures
around 170 K. The trap pressure is not measured directly, instead
the pressure increase in the following acceleration vacuum chamber
in the apparatus is used as a relative measure of the pressure inside
the trap. The pressure increase in this region is of the order of
1 × 10−6 mbar at room temperature.
The ions are accumulated for many milliseconds (typically 50 ms)
in the trap and extracted as 25 µs bunches by switching the trapping
potential in the RF trap to expel the ions.
It turns out that esi is a remarkably gentle ionization method,
which allows us to get large singly charged biomolecules into the
gas phase without breaking them.[14, 15]
A schematic of the electrospray ion source at saphira is show
in figure 2.2 on the facing page.

2.2

Electrostatic storage rings

The radius of circular motion of an ion in a radial electrostatic
field depends only on the electric field and the kinetic energy of
the ion. This is easily shown when considering the electric field
~ = E r̂, with the required acceleration in circular motion with
as E
2
constant speed given as ~a = vr r̂. The electric field force is thus
~ = m~a = m v2 r̂. Inserting that the kinetic energy is
F~ = q E
r

9

2.2. Electrostatic storage rings

Figure 2.2: Schematic of our esi source. The different parts are
pumped as a differential pumping stage with roughly an order of
magnitude between stages from around 1 mbar in the capillary region
to 1.6 × 10−6 mbar in the trap region. Air flow through the system
combined with the applied electric fields guide ions into the ion trap.

K = 21 mv 2 we arrive at
qE =

2K
.
r

(2.1)

The storage condition is shown to be independent of ion masses, in
contrast to magnetic storage devices. Mass separation is therefore
important before the experiments are conducted. At elisa and
saphira this is done with a dipole magnetic field.
The storage condition of (2.1) is very convenient as we are able
to store different ions without changing the parameters of the ring,
as long as our acceleration potential is constant. We can exploit
this to tune the ring voltages by using a high current ion source
such as the glass source or sputter ion source. These settings is
then used with low current ion sources such as the electrospray ion
source.
The first electrostatic ion storage ring, elisa, was commissioned in Aarhus. The success of this has inspired many new
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designs, for example the cryogenic storage ring at Tokyo Metropolitan University[20] and the Mini-ring in Lyon[21]. A more elaborate
approach is pursued in Stockholm with DESIREE, where two electrostatic storage rings with a shared section is installed inside a
cryogenic compartment.[22] Another elaborate approach to an electrostatic storage device is the CSR located in Heidelberg.[23] The
CSR is a large (40 m circumference) cryogenic storage ring, cooled
to a few kelvin, aiming to store ion beams of 20 keV to 300 keV
kinetic energy per charge unit.
In the following I will discuss the elisa storage ring and the
new saphira storage ring and their individual laboratories.

2.3
2.3.1

Elisa
Storing the ions in

elisa

The ion source is located on a high-voltage platform at ±22 kV
and singly charged ions are thus accelerated to a kinetic energy of
22 keV. The ions are mass selected through a 90 degree turn in a
dipole magnetic field, thus selecting ions with a specified mass over
charge ratio.
The focusing and pointing characteristics of the ion bunch is
shaped in the injection beamline to match the storage conditions in
elisa. Two sets of vertical and horizontal deflectors as well as two
quadrupole lenses are installed. The injection beamline is pumped
to pressures of the order of 1 × 10−10 mbar.
In elisa the ions are deflected in each end by one 160 degree
and two 10 degree electrostatic deflectors, as shown on figure 2.3
on the next page. The 10 degree deflectors enable us to access
the ions in the longitudinal direction with a laser pulse, as well
as detecting fragment ions on a particle mcp detector. Ports for
crossed beam laser interaction is installed perpendicular to the
storage plane (vertical access). The pressure inside elisa is roughly
5 × 10−11 mbar.

11

2.3.2. The Laser system
Particle detector
(SED)

Laserpower meter

Ion bunch

Pulsed laser
Attenuator
Laser pulse

Storage ring

Magnet

Particle detector
(MCP)

HV platform
with ion source

Figure 2.3: Schematic presentation of elisa. The 10◦ deflectors are
depicted with purple rectangles. The circumference is about 8 m. The
bunch is 25 ms wide and the revolution time of the bunch is around
75 ms, so the length of the bunch is almost to scale. The setup has
been described in detail in many publications[24, 25, 26]

2.3.2

The Laser system

A nanosecond pulsed ekspla (NT 342/3/C/UVE) laser system
is installed at elisa. The system runs at 20 Hz, and is equipped
with an internal frequency divider. The experiment and the laser
is typically run at a 20 Hz repetition rate. The system consist
of a Nd:YAG rod pumped by two xenon flash lamps. The third
harmonic, with a wavelength of 355 nm, generated by mixing the
second harmonic with the fundamental, is fed into an Optical
Parametric Oscillator (OPO). The OPO generates 4 ns signal laser
pulses from 420 nm to 710 nm and idler pulses from 710 nm to
2200 nm. By doubling the signal pulses, light can be generated with
wavelengths from 210 nm to 355 nm, and by doubling the idler the
remaining interval from 355 nm to 420 nm is covered.
The laser pulses emerging directly from the OPO have energies
up to 30 mJ which are too high for many experiments. To control
the energy we use neutral density Schott glass filters and a variable
attenuator, based on transmission coefficients through an angled
slab of quartz, for fine grained stabilization of the pulse energy.
To obtain precise spectroscopic measurements it is required
that the laser pointing and beam profile is stable across the full

12
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Figure 2.4: Beam profiles for select wavelengths in the second harmonic idler wavelength region from the ekspla laser. The beam
profiler were fixed about 2 m from the laser output port. The observed
movement of the profile center is therefore real pointing instabilities.
It is further noted that the profile itself is far from constant, and in
general poor in this regime.

wavelength range. This has, on several occasions proven not to
be the case. Unfortunately, the changes in laser pointing is a
smooth function, and apparent well-resolved features arises during
a measurement. Figure 2.4 show a few laser pulse profiles, which
illustrates the problem.
The laser can be operated in both merged beam and crossed
beam configuration. Both modes have their advantages. Time of
flight information is lost in merged beam configurations, however,
the increased yield in signal makes up for this. In crossed beam
configuration, the narrow time of flight resolution, defined by the
laser beam spatial width, yields almost background free measurements. For spectroscopic measurements we usually employ the
merged beam configuration.

2.3.3

Detectors

At elisa we use several different detectors. First, we have the
delayed particle detector directly after entering the ring. This
detector is a dual plate mcp detector with a phosphor plate behind.
On this detector we see counts from neutral fragments as these
are no longer deflected. On the other side we have two prompt
detectors, an mcp and a Secondary Electron Detector (sed). The
sed detector consists of a indium tin oxide (ITO) coated glass plate
which allow laser light to pass and a channeltron for secondary
electron detection. If a neutral molecule hits the glass plate an

2.3.4. Daughter Mass measurements
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electron is released, and accelerated towards a channeltron detector.
The coating of the sed absorbs light with wavelengths below 350 nm,
and the detector is therefore only operable above this threshold.
The more efficient mcp detector next to the sed is used when
operating in crossed beam laser setup.
The delayed mcp particle detector detects fragments formed
on the side opposite to the interaction region, which means that
only slow fragmentation can be detected. For biomolecules the
revolution time is from 50 µs to 90 µs, and thus prompt action is
action faster than about 20 µs and delayed action is everything
longer than this.
A laser pulse energy meter, Gentec-eo S-LiNK with a QE25LP-SMB-D0 head, measures the laser pulse energy while the experiment
is running. As the laser is shot through elisa, we measure the laser
pulse energies of each interaction with the ions.

2.3.4

Daughter Mass measurements

A scheme for doing mass spectrometry has been implemented at
elisa.[27] The basis of this scheme is, that the storage requirement
of ions an electrostatic storage device is their kinetic energy over
charge ratio. It is then possible to change the storage conditions by
switching the voltages in the ring. Fragmentation of biomolecules is
expected to happen due to high temperatures (see 2.6.4 on page 27),
and the expected kinetic energy release is negligible. Under these
assumptions, the speed of fragment particles are identical to that of
the parent ion, and the required voltages to store charged fragment
ions are thus identical to the mdaughter /mparent ratio. The daughter
fragments are dumped on the mcp detector after storage for a
few revolutions. As the voltage switch timing can be arbitrarily
controlled, it is possible to do fragmentation analysis of fragments
formed after any number of half revolutions after interaction. Because the acceptance of the storage ring is high, the resolution
when operating in the merged beam configuration is on the order of
∆m/m ≈ 1/100 which is very low compared to dedicated fragment
analyzers.[27]
To achieve reliable results, using this technique, it is necessary
to have optimized the storage conditions of the ring, and then make
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sure, that all voltages are switched down to the same fraction of
the initial voltage. If the fraction is not identical, the fragment ions
will be lost. A possible improvement is discussed in section 2.4.3
on page 16.
It should be possible to further increase the mass resolution
by exploiting the time of flight information of our new data acquisition system (see section 2.5 on page 17) when operating in the
crossed beam configuration. This method has not been explored
yet, however a significant increase in resolution is expected.

2.4

Saphira

The Storage ring in Aarhus for PHoton Ion Reaction Analysis
(saphira) was assembled from 2011 to 2012 and installed in the
Separator II facility beamline. As with elisa, the storage is based
on electrostatic deflection of ions.

2.4.1

Storage square

At the basic level, saphira consists of four 90◦ quadrupole deflectors, mounted in a vertical configuration (figure 2.5). Since such
a configuration is defocusing, a set of three quadrupole lenses is
installed on the input and the output of each corner. Compared
to elisa, it it necessary to have rather high voltage on the corners
(about 1.4 times the kinetic energy per charge of the ions[28]),
which has proven to be problematic due to the mechanical design
of the corners, leading to sparks at relatively low voltages. The
acceleration energy of the ions is therefore limited to about 4 kV as
a result.
The pressure in the injection beamline and in saphira is on the
order of 9 × 10−9 mbar, with a single turbomolecular pump below
corner 2 to pump the entire ring. The pressure is expected to be in
the 10−11 -10−10 range with the correct pumps mounted and after
baking.
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Figure 2.5: The saphira setup with a stored copper ion beam. Two
detector chambers are shown, Det1 and Det2. An mcp and an sed
is mounted at the Det1 position. Reprinted from Ref. [28].

2.4.2

Detectors

The detector setup at saphira is more or less identical to the one
at elisa. Two prompt detectors an sed and an mcp is located
after the interaction region, Det2 in figure 2.5, with the possibility
to mount other detectors. A delayed mcp detector is located at the
entrance corner, Det1. As saphira is located in the sep ii beam
line, it is possible to store an ion bunch for a few revolutions, to
get rid of high temperature ions, prior to injecting them into the
electron spectrometer.[29] This is shown as the extraction pathway
in figure 2.5.
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Interaction Region

External probing of the ion bunch is done in the interaction region.
Several windows for laser beams are installed, such that both merged
and crossed beam configurations are possible. The crossed beam
configuration is available both in and out of the storage ring plane
(horizontal and vertical entrance). The interaction region is further
surrounded by electrodes connected to an electrostatic 3-level switch
supply. The voltage is usually low (0 V), while the ions are stored.
It is however possible to switch the voltages high giving ions within
the enclosed volume a push when they leave the region, thereby
changing the kinetic energy of the ions. This technique is used for
fragment mass analysis, as with the daughter mass measurements
at elisa. At saphira, however, only a single voltage is switched
to accelerate fragment ions back to the kinetic energy required for
continued storage. Switching only a single voltage in the interaction
region, instead of 24 at elisa, significantly simplifies the technical
requirements of this technique.

2.4.4

Lasers

Two laser systems are available at saphira. A Spectra-Physics
flash lamp pumped nano second OPO system, and a femtosecond
Coherent Libra system.
The Spectra Physics nano second laser system is, for our purpose,
identical to the EKSPLA physics laser. The OPO splits the third
harmonic (355 nm) of an Nd:YAG laser rod into a signal and an
idler. The output power is roughly the same. The Spectra Physics
laser has much more narrow linewidth, which for the present thesis
is irrelevant due to the, compared to the linewidth of both lasers,
very broad absorption spectra.
The femtosecond laser system is a Coherent Libra UFS-HE
system, delivering sub 50 fs pulses of more than 4 mJ at 1 kHz
repetition rate. The output pulse is split in a 25 %/75 % beam
splitter, such that it can feed two TOPAS-C systems. The TOPASC system utilize a white-light continuum generated in a sapphire
crystal as a seed to generate signal and idler waves of 1100 nm
to 1660 nm and 1535 nm to 2898 nm respectively. These signal

2.5. Data acquisition
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and idler waves can be doubled, or mixed with the pump pulse
in several stages to produce femtosecond pulses from 232 nm to
2898 nm without gaps. The newest system can, in a separate stage,
produce infrared pulses with wavelengths up to 22 000 nm, usable
to excite a range of vibrational modes.
The output from the two TOPAS systems will be used for dualcolor femtosecond pump probe experiments. The scope of these
experiments will be discussed later.

2.5

Data acquisition

The data acquisition system (DAQ) at elisa has undergone many
iterations. The first systems was based on two almost identical
ORTEC MCS cards with included software. These cards count
incoming signals in predefined time bins. The newest of these systems could measure arrival times in 100 ns bins, but is then limited
to measure for 6.5 ms in total. This data acquisition scheme was
based on manual scans of the laser wavelength, and manual recording of counts in specified time windows in the supplied ORTEC
MAESTRO software. The laser systems used at that time required
careful alignment and optimization at each wavelength, in contrast
to the current OPO designs.
The oldest automated system used at elisa, that I know of, was
WeIRD. This system was based on a National Instruments Field
Programmable Gate Array (NI FPGA) and LabVIEW automation.
An FPGA is essentially a reprogrammable electronic circuit, which
is therefore very versatile. The WeIRD system was a three window
counter, meaning that it counts the number of signals in three
predefined time windows. The results were saved on a per-injection
basis, such that it was possible to discriminate on the laser pulse
energy. This data acquisition system also used the EKSPLA laser,
and automated scans were therefore possible.
As a successor to WeIRD, Autobot was written to offer new
possibilities. Autobot is, just as WeIRD, based on LabVIEW and
the same NI FPGA, programmed in a different way. Autobot
implemented histogram acquisition of time signals, similar to the
ORTEC MCS acquisition scheme. With this system, the automation
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from WeIRD is still present, but the per-injection information is
lost. It is now not possible to discriminate on the laser power,
instead the full histogram is available, such that time windows can
be set after data has been acquired, and time dependence of decays
can be analyzed.
Autobot was superseded by the current DAQ system, again
based on the same NI FPGA and LabVIEW. The actual LabVIEW and FPGA program is ported from the system established
at saphira. The system is described in detail below, In essence it
is a Timing to digital converter (TDC) with 8 ns resolution, which
saves the recorded data per-injection. The final system combine
the best features of all previous acquisition schemes employed at
elisa, using the same hardware. The price is increased demands
on the acquisition computer, increased storage footprint, as well as
an increase in required computational power when analysing the
acquired data. These increased requirements are easily fulfilled by
current office computer hardware.
The current LabVIEW based data acquisition software at elisa
is based on the general layout of the saphira system, which was
copied from a system running in the lab of Henrik B. Pedersen.

2.5.1

Electronics

Both mcp and sed detectors are used at elisa and saphira.
Common to both is, that if a fast moving particle hits the detector,
electrons are released and multiplied. The result is a small AC
modulation on top of the high voltage DC supply (a few kilo volts)
to the detector. This modulation is extracted using an RC circuit
sketched in Fig. 2.6. The raw detector output amplitude from this
circuit is on the order of 50 mV, and is therefore amplified. The
amplification is done in a simple preamplifier. Depending on signal
quality a Timing Filter Amplifier can be used to shape the analog
pulses, however for most of our applications, this is not necessary.
The amplified signal is fed into a constant fraction discriminator
(CF disc.) to separate signals from particle impact from noise and
to convert the still relatively small analog signals to logic signals
appropriate for timing analysis acquisition.

2.5.2. NI FPGA TDC and ADC
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Figure 2.6: The RC circuit to extract detector signals from high DC
voltage.

2.5.2

NI FPGA TDC and ADC

One of the central parts of the DAQ system at saphira and
elisa is the TDC and ADC programs. The system is build to be
as versatile and flexible as possible. The FPGA firmware in both
laboratories run with basically the same NI LabVIEW programming.
The only difference is the clock-rate due to different hardware
generations. At elisa, the system has resulted in a 6 channel
TDC with 8 ns resolution. At saphira, 16 channels are available
with 4 ns resolution. Data points are acquired as a space-separated
list of arrival times. The 100 kHz ADC (3 channels at elisa, 8
channels at saphira) saves the extreme (min/max) values acquired
within an externally supplied gate window. All functionality is
easily interfaced with the other parts of the LabVIEW acquisition
system.

2.5.3

Timing of the experiment

Elisa
Timing the experiment at elisa is achieved through the AEG timer
system initially developed at the Institute for Storage ring facilities
in Aarhus (ISA). This is a hardware based solution controlling the
ion source extraction trigger, the electrostatic chopper (not used in
this study) and the first ten degree deflector used to trap the ions
in elisa.
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The AEG timer provides a master clock used to trigger several
delay generator boxes. The delay generators are used to trigger
oscilloscopes, the laser, power meters and the daughter mass storage
system discussed in section 2.3.4 on page 13.

Saphira
An FPGA based system is employed at saphira. This system
has been designed such that it is easy to define several combinations of triggers that execute in order. This could for example
be combination of laser on/off and ions on/off. The step size is
unfortunately limited at 25 ns which in some scenarios might be a
severe limitation.
This system can run through an external clock and generate an
internal delay, which is useful when working with the femtosecond
laser. The timing system can be remote controlled by the acquisition
system enabling us to scan different timing parameters.

2.5.4

LabVIEW experiment control system

Controlling the actual experiment is done using an in-house built
LabVIEW data acquisition system (DAQ). The system consists of
a series of events, the rate of which is governed by a master clock
rate usually running at 20 Hz.
The data acquisition hardware is running during an event, and
triggers to different lab hardware is running at preconfigured rates
to achieve different operating modes. This could be “Laser on/Ions
on,” “Laser off/Ions on,” and so forth. The actual mode is recorded
by the DAQ system and data is acquired for some period of time.
A flexible scan API (Application Programming Interface) is
implemented at elisa, such that new scan routines can be employed
within minutes.

2.6

Data analysis

In this section I will go through the typical experiment at elisa.
The derivations and techniques used at saphira are equivalent,
with minor modifications.

2.6.1. A typical measurement

2.6.1
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A typical measurement

A typical experiment at elisa consists of storing the molecular
ions of interest and then interacting with them. The analysis of
what happens during and after the interaction is carried out by
monitoring how the fragmentation pattern changes. An example is
seen in figure 2.7 on the next page where the retinal chromophore
derivative D (see figure 4.3 on page 62) is irradiated by a laser pulse.
In the top panel the number of neutral fragments on the delayed
mcp detector is shown, when we are not interacting with the ions.
The decay during the first approximately 10 ms is the decay of hot
ions combined with ions in unstable orbits in elisa. Some of the
ions are heated because of collisions in the extraction from the RF
trap in the source. Collisions with residual gas is the cause of the
constant lifetime at later times. In the middle panel a laser pulse
interact with the ions. It is evident that some molecules absorb at
least one photon and as a result the fragmentation pattern have
changed. Since the y-axis is logarithmic, it is also evident that
the fragmentation is not a simple exponential decay. This will be
discussed in more detail in chapter 2.6.4 on page 27. The lower
panel show a zoomed view on the time region where the laser is
fired.

2.6.2

Action absorption spectroscopy

Absorption spectra are usually measured according to LambertBeers law,
I = I0 exp(−σln),
(2.2)
where the difference between incoming light intensity, I0 and outgoing light intensity, I, together with the length of the sample, l and
the number density of absorbing molecules, n reveals the absorption
cross section, σ. In a gas-phase experiment, however, the number of
ions in a bunch is many orders of magnitude less than the number
of photons in the laser pulse. It is therefore very challenging to
detect the decrease in number of photons due to absorption events.
Instead, a different approach called Action Absorption Spectroscopy
is employed. In contrast to traditional absorption measurements
the effect of absorbing one or more photons is monitored instead of
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Figure 2.7: A typical measurement of a retinal chromophore derivative
D. The top panel is the signal intensity (counts/injection) in 5 µs
bins. The middle and lower panels show increased fragmentation rate
due to a fired laser pulse. Windows used for analysis are marked in
color.
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One photon absorption

the actual decrease in photon flux. Different kinds of action can
be monitored depending on the apparatus at hand. For elisa and
saphira the increased yield of neutral particles is monitored. The
action therefore has to be either electron detachment for negative
ions or, valid for both negative and positive ions, fragmentation
into at least one neutral fragment.
One photon absorption
In the following analysis we assume, that upon absorption of a
single photon, the molecule under investigation will fragment in a
single detectable fragmentation channel. Then to obtain the action
absorption spectrum we remark that the increased neutral yield
on the detectors are, due to our assumptions, proportional to the
number of absorbed photons. The number of absorbed photons
depend on the absorption cross section, σ, the photon flux, Φ and
a front factor A which captures the overlap of the ion bunch and
the laser pulse, and finally the number of exposed ions Nions .
Nneutrals = A · σ(λ) · Φ · Nions .

(2.3)

We can omit A by assuming that the ion-laser overlap integral is
constant, and by assuming a flattop laser profile, we can replace
the photon flux by the number of photons in the laser pulse. The
number of photons in the laser pulse can be obtained from the
measurement of the total energy per pulse and from knowing that
the energy per photon at wavelength λ is hc/λ we arrive at
Φ ∝ Nphotons (λ) =

Epulse (λ)
∝ Epulse (λ)λ.
hc/λ

(2.4)

Coming back to Fig. 2.7 on the facing page, we divide the measured
decay spectrum into two windows, a background window B and a
signal window S. To get the number of events due to our interaction
we need to subtract the background counts BS from the number of
counts in the signal window S. The standard way of doing this is to
measure the background measurement interleaved with the signal
measurements. For example alternating “Laser on” and “Laser off”
measurements. If conditions in our storage ring and ions source are
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stable, it is however sufficient to measure the “Laser off” case at the
beginning of the experiment cycle. This method is shown on the
top panel in Fig. 2.7. So assuming our conditions are stable, the
proportion of background counts in the two windows is the same
leading to
S0
BS =
B.
(2.5)
B0
From this we obtain the final equation for the photon induced
number of neutral counts
Nneutrals ∝ S − BS = S −

S0
B.
B0

(2.6)

Of course we only detect the fragments generated on the side on
which the detector is located. Since we are only concerned about
the relative absorption cross section, this is in most cases not an
issue, but will be further discussed in section 4.3 on page 72.
We now continue with the denominator of equation (2.3). We
note that the number of counts in the background window is also
proportional to the number of ions in the bunch B ∝ NIons and
thus we arrive at
S(λ) − BS00 B
σ(λ) ∝
.
(2.7)
BλEpulse (λ)
Which is our final simplified equation used for analysis of one-photon
action absorption spectra.

2.6.3

Photon flux Dependence

The number of photons absorbed
The spectroscopy analysis is only correct if the number of absorbed
photons is equal to one. If action only occurs after absorbing n
photons we have to start from the following equation:
h

in

Nneutrals ∝ NIons σ(λ)Nphotons (λ) ,

(2.8)

while assuming a flat top laser energy profile.
The equation above also gives the basis for analyzing whether a
process requires one, two or more photons. The number of neutrals

The number of photons absorbed
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generated for an n-photon process thus follows a power law of n’th
order. Measuring the neutral yield as a function of varying laser
pulse energy will thus result in a power dependence measurement
from which it can be determined which order the process is.
This technique works for processes that simultaneously absorb n
photons. For biomolecules this is not usually the case. Here photons
are absorbed sequentially and the correct description is therefore
using poissonian statistics to analyse the power dependence:
Pµ (n) =

µn
exp(−µ),
n!

(2.9)

where Pµ (n) is the probability that exactly n photons were absorbed.
µ is a parameter describing the number of possible absorption events,
and is therefore linked to equation 2.8 on the facing page, such that
µ = Aσ(λ)Φ, where A is, again, the overlap integral of the ion- and
photon beam and Φ is the photon flux such that µ ∝ Epulse for a
given wavelength. As remarked in the derivation of equation (2.7),
measures of the number of ions and number of photons can be
obtained from the experiment, the final two assumption to enable an
analysis of a power dependence scan is, that the photon absorption
cross section is constant upon photon absorption, and that the ions
are continuously available for photon absorption.
The first assumption does not hold true in most cases, as the
photon absorption cross section is not only a function of wavelength
by also a function of temperature, and as the temperature typically changes upon photon excitation (this will be discussed in
section 2.6.4 on page 27) this is only a somewhat true assumption.
The second assumption, that ions are continuously available
for photon excitation is also not completely true. For example in
the case of negative ions, where one channel might lead to electron
detachment. In this case it is not possible to absorb another
photon. In theory it might be, but we cannot measure that another
photon was absorbed, as a neutral fragment was already generated.
Somewhat hidden in this assumption is, that the ion beam is not
depleted. That is, that the percentage of ions absorbing a photon
is small.
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The case of saturation
As we are most concerned about one-photon absorption, I will
only discuss the case of depletion and saturation in this regime.
Saturation and depletion are in essence to different things, however
they are mostly grouped together, because the measurable effect
on the power dependence measurement is the same: A non-linear
declining dependency for laser pulse energies above some threshold
value.
Saturation is caused by fragment count rates too high for the
detector lineup to handle. This can either be the detector not
being fast enough, or the electronics circuit dead time, which blocks
actual fragment counts. The detector saturation is checked before
each measurement to ensure that this effect is not a consideration.
Depletion is the effect of possible photon absorption events
decreasing due to a required parameter being depleted. In the
present measurements, this means, that ions in the ion-laser overlap
region absorbed photons, such that the possible number of events
have vastly diminished. This effect is highly dependent on the
laser-ion beam overlap integral, and is therefore not equal over
the full spatial overlap region. But as we are unable to calculate
this overlap integral we assume that a flattop laser beam profile
approximates the situation well. Depletion of the laser beam is what
solution phase absorption techniques is based on, and as discussed
previously is not applicable in gas-phase measurements.
A one-photon power dependence measurement including saturation is done using a box-lucas type fit y = a(1 − exp(−x/b)) which
for x  b is a linear function and for x  b is constant equal to
a. This function models the laser pulse energy needed for photo
exciting every ion in the laser and ion beam overlap region. For our
concern x is the laser pulse energy, and b is the saturation energy
Esat (See figure 2.8 on the facing page). Including saturation in the
calculation of the absorption cross section is now done by correcting
the number of generated neutral fragments. To do this, the laser
pulse energy is replaced by a corrected laser pulse energy


Ecor = Esat · 1 − exp(

E 
.
Esat

(2.10)

Signal normalized
to background

2.6.4. Statistical decay
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Figure 2.8: power dependence measurement of the retinal derived
chromophore type D revealing a saturation energy in this particular
geometry of (0.74 ± 0.03) mJ.

Saturation corrections are usually added on the average laser pulse
energy. This is however not the correct way to do it, as the laser
pulse energy is fluctuating. This is explored in figure 2.9 on the
next page. The green line show the laser pulse energy correction
function. The purple lines show starting Gaussian distribution on
the x-axis and the corrected distribution on the y-axis. The average
value is depicted with the dashed purple line, and the true average
of the imaged line is the black dashed line on the y-axis distribution.
The introduced error of using the average value compared to the
true average of the corrected distribution is only 5 %. Experiments
are usually run at laser pulse energies at least half that of the
saturation energy, where the introduced error is much smaller.

2.6.4

Statistical decay

In the following section the required equations to describe decay
after absorption of a photon will be presented. Derivations of the
microcanonical and canonical ensemble can be reviewed in standard
statistical physics textbooks. The following method is based on the
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Corrected laser pulse energies in units of saturation energy
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Figure 2.9: The orange line show the uncorrected laser pulse energy.
The green line is the laser pulse energy correction function and the
purple lines are a Gaussian distribution of laser pulse energies mapped
through the correction function.

description presented by Andersen et al. [30].
Statistical physics theory
As described in section 2.3, ions accumulate in the ion trap with
helium buffer gas. While the ions accumulate, they thermalize with
the buffer gas and can thus be described by a canonical ensemble
with the temperature, T , of the gas. After accumulation the ions
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are ejected into elisa and are now in the gas phase. Ions in the
gas phase are no longer in thermal equilibrium with a heat bath
and must be described by the microcanonical ensemble.
The canonical ensemble
In the ion trap our molecules of interest have a defined temperature
T . We define β = (kB T )−1 where kB is Boltzmann’s constant. If
we consider the density of states ρ(E) at energy E the partition
function becomes
Z(N, V, β) =

Z

ρ(E) exp(−βE(N, V )) dE.

(2.11)

In our case the energy levels are discrete and the probability of
being in a state with energy E is thus
p(E) =

ρ(E) exp(−βE)
.
Z(N, V, β)

(2.12)

The microcanonical ensemble
After leaving the ion trap we have to describe the molecules by
the microcanonical ensemble as they are no longer in a heat bath.
Here, we consider an ensemble of N molecules with internal energy
E occupying a volume V . Thus we only describe those of the
molecules with energy E and not the whole bunch. The number
of microstates available at this energy is equal to the density of
states ρ(N, V, E). The entropy is given by S = kB ln ρ. We define
the microcanonical temperature to be
1
=
Tm

∂S
∂E

!

(2.13)
N,V

!

= kB

∂ ln ρ(E, N, V )
.
∂E
N,V

(2.14)

which is estimated numerically when the vibrational frequencies are
known.
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The Beyer-Swinehart algorithm
As we see in both (2.11) and (2.14), the interesting function is
the density of states. As it will be argued later, statistical decay
happens from the electronic ground state and from a vibrationally
hot molecule. Therefore, the density of states is the density of
vibrational states. If the internal energy is not too high, the average energy per vibrational state will not result in highly excited
states. With only low excitations of vibrations it is therefore safe
to approximate all states as harmonic oscillators. The vibrational
frequencies are then rather easily calculated by quantum chemistry
packages such as Gaussian or Firefly.
Now that we have the energy spacing of each vibrational state we
can use the Beyer-Swinehart algorithm, which is an efficient counting
algorithm suitable for harmonic oscillators.[31] Since energy spacing
of a harmonic oscillator is constant the density of states is obtained
by dividing the energy space into bins and counting the number
of available states. An extension by Stein and Rabinovitch [32]
can be used if the vibrational states cannot be approximated by
harmonic oscillators. In this work the original algorithm has been
used. Since computers now have sufficient amounts of memory and
computational power resolutions up to 1 cm−1 are easily accessible.
Arrhenius decay
Arrhenius type decays are based on a process requiring some activation energy Ea , and the rate k(E) is therefore dependent on
the energy of the system. This type of decay was first proposed by
Swedish chemist, Svante Arrhenius, as a way to describe chemical
reactions in solutions of varying temperatures. The decay can be
described with the following equation:
N (t, E) = N0 exp(−k(E)t)

(2.15)
!

k(E) = ν exp −

Ea
,
kB Te (E)

(2.16)

where Te is the temperature of the sample and N (t, E) is the number
of molecules in the initial state at some time t. The front factor
ν has the unit of inverse time and was originally interpreted as a
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frequency of collisions multiplied by a factor accounting for steric
effects. The interpretation of ν is not easy in the original problem.
Our system is not, however, in contact with a heat bath at a defined
temperature Te . Instead, the molecules that we study have to be
described by the microcanonical ensemble. From the paper by
Andersen et al. [30] we get that
k(E) =
=

Z
Z

k(E, ) d
A()

ρd (E − Ea − )
d,
ρp (E)

(2.17)
(2.18)

where A() is proportional to the cross section of the reversed
process, ρp and ρd are the density of states of the parent and
daughter molecule, respectively. The derivation of Andersen et al.
[30] now assumes that the fragment is without internal degrees of
freedom, which also means that the daughter and parent density
of states are almost equal. By integrating (2.18) this leads to the
rate (2.16) with emission temperature found, by Taylor expanding
ρd (E − Ea )/ρp (E) and assuming that the daughter and parent
density of states are equal we arrive at:
Te (E) = Tm (E) − Ea /2Cm
= Tm (E − Ea /2).

(2.19)
(2.20)

Here, the microcanonical temperature is given by equation (2.14),
and the second term is called the finite heat bath correction. A lot
of unknowns have been stuffed together in the front factor ν. Thus,
a more thorough derivation for the specific molecule needs to be
done in order to estimate the front factor theoretically.
In our case, the molecules of interest do not have a single welldefined microcanonical temperature. Instead they are thermalized
to the ion trap temperature during accumulation. This means that
there will be some spread in energy G(E) originating from the heat
bath according to the canonical ensemble. This has to be included
to arrive at our final expression for the number of fragments per
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unit time I(t)
Z

I(t) = −

dN (t, E)
dE
dt

Z

= N0 G(E) k(E) exp (−k(E)t) dE.

(2.21)
(2.22)

Absorption of photons
We would like to describe the decay after absorption of a number
of photons n with energy ε thus changing the internal energy of the
molecules by ∆E = nε. The absorption will shift the probability
distribution to higher energies without changing its shape. This
means that we shift G(E) → G(E − ∆E).
Numerical Method
To model the statistical decay of molecules I start out with the
molecules in the ion trap. In the ion trap the molecules are in a
heat bath with a well-defined temperature T , thus the canonical
ensemble yields an initial energy distribution obtained through
equation (2.12). The energy dimension is divided into 1 cm−1 intervals until a maximum energy of 10 eV, and the Beyer-Swinehart
algorithm provides the density of vibrational states. After photon
absorption this probability distribution is shifted with the energy
of the absorbed photon by inserting zeros into the energy vector,
thus shifting the energy axis.
The microcanonical temperature as a function of energy is calculated by numerically differentiating the density of states according
to (2.14).
The fitting is done by applying the Downhill Simplex method[33]
to minimize the total sum of the error function. In this case the
sum of absolute residuals were used as the error. The algorithm is
capable of fitting to all measured lifetimes simultaneously with the
same preexponential factor and activation energy.
The downhill simplex method is remarkably good at minimizing
functions with coupled input parameters. This is indeed the case
for our system as will be discussed in section 4.2.1 on page 66. The

Numerical Method
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problem with this method is, that we are not guaranteed to find the
global minimum as no measures are taken to avoid being trapped
in a local minimum. Thus we need good starting guesses to find
the true minimum.

Chapter 3
Green Fluorescent Protein
Chromophore
The discovery of the Green Fluorescent Protein and its expressing
gene have revolutionized in vivo microscopy. The development of
mutated proteins has led to increased photo-stability and greater
versatility in its uses.
Our contribution to this field of research is based on the isolated
gas phase GFP chromophores and their interaction with laser pulses.
A new technique has been developed which enables us to study
fragment channels in a more controlled way which has been used
in the case study of a GFP chromophore dimer. The study of
the dimer has been a pilot project into understanding the micro
environment surrounding the protein chromophore.
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Figure 3.1: Two views of the structure of wild-type GFP (PDB:
1EMA) The chromophore is shown as sticks in the center

3.1

The Green Fluorescent Protein

The Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) was discovered and isolated
from Aequorea victoria by Shimomura et al. [6] in 1962. It wasn’t
until the beginning of the nineties, however, before GFP was realized
as a bioluminescent marker. The basis for this use is the expression
of the GFP gene by Chalfie et al. [34], the fact that GFP is nontoxic, and the development of the EGFP mutation first developed
by Heim et al. [35]. Shimomura, Chalfie and Tsien were awarded
the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 2008.
The discovery of GFP and its expressing gene in combined with
advanced microscopy techniques have thus revolutionized biological
imaging. GFP is self-folding and non-toxic and forms its chromophore autocatalytically from three residues (Ser65, Tyr66 and
Glu67) in the central α-helix in live cells requiring only molecular
oxygen. The protein itself consists of an 11-stranded β-barrel and a
central α-helix with the chromophore in the center (Figure 3.1).[36]
The GFP gene is very effective as a reporter gene, used to study
the expression of genes and the transport of them in vivo.[37] This
use of GFP is en effective way to study how for example neurons
grow and how cancer cells spread.

3.1.1. GFP Photocycle

3.1.1
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The GFP chromophore is held in place in an extensive hydrogen
bond network including structural water and amino acid residues.[38]
Initially, the chromophore can be in both a deprotonated (B) and
neutral (A) state in wild-type GFP. Both states are fluorescent
with almost the same fluorescence wavelength (509 nm). Starting
in the neutral A state, the chromophore is excited, and a proton is,
in the excited state, transfered in the hydrogen bonding network
to a fluorescent deprotonated I ∗ state.[38, 39, 40] The fluorescence
is significantly red-shifted as the chromophore in the I/I ∗ state is
deprotonated.
Considering the already deprotonated anionic B state provides a
slightly different picture as no excited state proton transfer happens.
Instead this state is directly fluorescent.
The scheme for excited state proton transfer is shown in figure 3.2
on the next page. It is clear that following excited state proton
transfer opens the possibility to convert neutral chromophore to
the deprotonated chromophore (A to B state), thus bleaching the
sample.[38, 39, 41]
The ratio of A:B type chromophores in room temperature wild
type GFP is about 6:1. This ratio is changing upon temperature
change and the A type chromophore is slowly photo converted
upon excitation, see figure 3.2 on the following page.[38, 41] To
increase the usefulness of the GFP chromophore several mutations
have been made to e.g. Increase photo stability, increase folding
efficiency, change fluorescence colors etc.. The EGFP mutation was
a breakthrough in terms of the usefulness of GFP. No proton donor
exists in this mutation such that the chromophore is always in its
deprotonated state leaving no changes upon photo excitation.

3.2

The GFP chromophore in the gas
phase

The GFP chromophore can be studied in the gas phase by synthesizing the molecule. A charged molecule is needed to be able to
manipulate the ions in vacuum, which is why using the deprotonated
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Figure 3.2: A schematic representation of the GFP chromophore
protein pocket in which excited state proton transfer of the neutral
chromophore significantly shift fluorescence to the red. Reprinted
with permission[38].

chromophore is convenient. The para-hydroxybenzylidene-2,3-dimethylimidazonilone (hbdi− ) molecule resembles the deprotonated
chromophore very well, and is therefore used (shown in figure 3.3a)
as a model chromophore for gas phase studies. As discussed in
the previous chapter, gas phase spectroscopy is done by action
absorption spectroscopy.
The first measurement of the gas phase action absorption spectra
were reported by Nielsen et al. [10] where the spectrum revealed an
absorption maximum at 480 nm. This measurement at elisa only
monitors the delayed action (shortest delay after laser excitation is
30 µs), which is only seen for two photon absorption.[10, 42] Only
considering the delayed channel, however, over-simplifies the inter-
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(c) Dimer of neutral and deprotonated hbdi
Figure 3.3: Model hbdi chromophore.

pretation, as this channel is solely seen as delayed fragmentation
following internal conversion after sequential two-photon absorption.
Considering other channels requires the detection of prompt channels. At elisa it is only possible to detect neutral fragments. In this
scheme, prompt action is the integrated fast signal following both
electron detachment and fast fragmentation. Other experimental
techniques, especially photo electron spectroscopy, yield insights
into the prompt neutralization. The photo electron spectroscopy of
GFP has been a major research area where several research groups
contribute.[29, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46] It has thus been established, that
the electron detachment threshold lies very close to the bound S1
state and that vibrations couple the excited state into the electronic
continuum.[47]
Having access to several pathways of both one-, two-, and manyphoton absorption on the same detectors significantly complicates
the interpretation of the spectroscopic measurements.

3.2.1

Multi Photon Absorption

A full envisioned scheme is depicted in figure 3.4 on the next
page. Starting from the bottom, we consider an hbdi ion in the
electronic ground state. Photon interaction can yield direct electron
detachment into the electron continuum for energetic photons (VDE
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Figure 3.4: A Jablonski diagram depicting the multi photon absorption
scheme of the isolated deprotonated GFP chromophore

≈ 2.7 eV[29, 45, 46, 48]) or excitation into the energetically bound
electronic excited state S1 . From the S1 state the excitation energy
can either lead to the autodetachment of an electron (AD) or
internal conversion (IC) into the electronic ground state.[44, 47]
Thus, absorption of a single photon might lead to prompt action or
a hot ground state molecule (A in figure 3.4). The internal energy
following internal conversion after single photon absorption is too
low to accommodate fragmentation, and can thus be characterized
as a dark state.
The internal conversion back to the ground state is a process
with a lifetime of 1.4 ps and as the laser pulse duration is a few
nanoseconds, absorption of a second photon is possible.[44] In
figure 3.4 the molecule is now in the B state, and absorbing the
second photon has the same options as the first photon absorption
(AD or IC). The increased internal temperature is, however, much

3.2.1. Multi Photon Absorption
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higher which leads to a different ratio of autodetachment versus
internal conversion.
The molecule is now in the ground state B in figure 3.4 with
a very high internal energy. In this case, fragmentation happens
with a lifetime of about 100 µs, which is measurable as a delayed
signal in elisa.[49] It is however possible to absorb a third photon.
In this case all action, both autodetachment and fragmentation
happens on the prompt timescale (faster than 20 µs).
The Scheme can be summarized in a set of equations. We need
to remember, that in the theory of rare event (Poisson distribution)
we do not deplete the population. This needs to be factored in,
such that the one-photon photo detachment is more than just the
poissonian one-photon yield. Y1 denotes the detectable one-photon
yield
Y1 (µ) =

inf
X

poi(n, µ)PAD,1

(3.1)

n=1

Here, poi(n, µ) denotes the Poisson probability of absorbing n
photons given a Poisson parameter µ. Remember that µ is a function
of the laser pulse energy. PAD,1 is the probability of choosing the
autodetachment channel after absorbing the first photon.
For two-photon absorption we have to pathways, the first is the
photo detachment channel and the second is the internal conversion
channel which, as discussed, leads to delayed fragmentation. This
is summarizes as two equations:
Y2,Prompt (µ) =

inf
X

poi(n, µ)PIC,1 PPD,2

(3.2)

n=2

+ poi(2, µ)PIC,1 PIC,2 · (effPrompt )
Y2,Delayed (µ) = poi(2, µ)PIC,1 PIC,2 · (effDelayed )

(3.3)
(3.4)

Here PIC,1 is the probability of choosing the internal conversion
channel after absorbing the first photon and PAD,2 is the probability
of autodetaching an electron in the excited state after absorbing the
second photon from the ground state. The delayed fragmentation
is only observed with some effectivity. The amount of delayed
fragmentation measured in the prompt time window is captured
in effPrompt coefficient, and the amount measured on the delayed
detector is captured in effDelayed coefficient.
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The assumption, that all action following absorption of three or
more photons results in either prompt autodetachment or prompt
fragmentation leads to the last equation
Yn≥3 (µ) =

inf 
X

n
Y

poi(n, x)

n=3



PIC,k

(3.5)

k=1

Including the final remark, that PPD,n + PIC,n = 1 and defining
PIC,n = Pn we arrive at the fit expressions:
Y1 (µ) =
Y2,Prompt (µ) =

inf
X
n=1
inf
X

poi(n, µ)(1 − P1 )

(3.6)

poi(n, µ)P1 (1 − P2 )

(3.7)

n=2

Y2,Delayed

+ poi(2, µ)P1 P2 · (effPrompt )
= poi(2, µ)P1 P2 · (effDelayed )

Yn≥3 (µ) =

inf 
X
n=3

poi(n, x)

n
Y

(3.8)
(3.9)



Pk

(3.10)

k=1

The straight forward way to model a given set of data, is to
investigate the delayed channel first to obtain µ as this is the only
unknown in the equation (3.8) for the prompt power dependence.
The now known µ parameter is then used in the fit to the prompt
channel data. This is attempted in figure 3.5 on the next page.
Several fits are shown: Crude Poisson fits containing the Poisson
models without depletion and an expanded fit using the equations
above. Here branching ratios were chosen such that P1 = 0.9, P2 =
0.7, P50≥n≥3 = 0.5.[44, 47] These numbers are not investigated
further, but having laser pulse energies above 1 mJ (maximum in
this study) could be used to further investigate this model.
We would like to measure the one-photon absorption cross
section, and it is therefore important to know, how to avoid that
the measurement is contaminated with a two-photon contribution.
Figure 3.6 on page 44, left panel, show this model for the measured
pulse energies. The model is shown for higher pulse energies in
the right panel. To fully investigate this model, it would therefore
be important to measure even higher pulse energies, as well as to
model the branching ratios theoretically.
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Temperature dependence of PD/IC ratio
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Figure 3.5: A power dependence measurement of the GFP deprotonated chromophore is shown. The effect of two-photon absorption
on the prompt channel is shown in the right panels of figure 3.7 on
page 45

It is emphasized that the power dependence is actually a photon
flux dependence and is therefore dependent on the laser beam profile,
which is not necessarily constant between measurements.
The effect of multi photon absorption on the absorption cross
section is measured in figure 3.7 on page 45 for both a cold and a
room temperature ion trap in the right panels, where a peak rises
at 480 nm in agreement with previous studies.[10, 42]
Temperature dependence of PD/IC ratio
In the discussion of the multi photon absorption scheme, it was
suggested that the auto detachment to internal conversion ratio was
dependent on temperature. This has been investigated by measuring
the action absorption cross section in the visible region for low pulse
energies in the left panels of figure 3.7 on page 45, where the laser
pulse energy is kept low to avoid two-photon absorption.
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Figure 3.6: The different parts of the model is shown. Full lines are
elaborated model including depletion and dashed lines show the simple
Poisson model. Blue, Orange, and yellow show 1,2, and 3 photon
absorption power dependencies. Some two-photon contribution is
thus seen at 10 µJ pulse energy.

We compare the difference between the plateau at around 440 nm
and that at 480 nm. It is evident that with the cold trap (top left of
figure 3.7 on the next page), the difference between the plateaus level
out as the ion trap pressure is rising, which is due to the increased
chromophore temperature. The effect is even more pronounced
when comparing the cold trap to the warm, room temperature trap
(bottom left)
The conclusion is to keep the ion trap pressure as low as possible,
while keeping the ion trap cooled with liquid nitrogen. One challenge
is to have a low helium pressure in the ion source trap to avoid
collisional heating upon extraction, while maintaining a high ion
beam current, which requires a higher helium pressure. Striking
the middle ground is challenging and is often a trade-off.

3.3

One photon absorption

The results from figure 3.7 on the facing page highlights the reason
to attempt a one-photon absorption spectrum, namely the sharp
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Figure 3.7: On the left hand side, the effect of temperature on the
absorption cross section is seen. The pressure increase in the trap
is shown in nbar = 10−6 mbar. The effect of increased amount of
two-photon absorption is shown on the right hand side.

increase in apparent absorption cross section at 450 nm. This
increase is believed to arise due to the excitation of a vibrational
mode which leads to very fast electron detachment out of the
excited state.[47] The effect is more pronounced, when the internal
temperature of the molecules is low as the autodetachment rate is
temperature dependent.
We suggest two methods to eliminate two-photon contributions.
The first is by lowering the photon flux, as already discussed. This is
attempted below to some success. A completely different approach
is also tried: Using a femtosecond laser pulse. Using an ultrafast
laser pulse eliminates the possibility of sequential multi photon
absorption as the internal conversion rate has been measured to
be 1.4 ps, which is much slower than the upper limit of our pulse
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duration (< 100 fs).[44, 47]

3.3.1

Using nano-second laser pulse

The above discussion leads to the attempt of measuring the cold
one-photon action absorption cross section of the deprotonated
GFP chromophore in the gas phase. To do this the electrospray ion
source trap was cooled with liquid nitrogen, with as low as possible
helium pressure. The laser pulse energy was kept at 20 µJ in a
crossed beam experiment. The result is shown in figure 3.8 on the
next page, where an experiment with high pulse energy (100 µJ)
and high temperature is also shown for comparison.

3.3.2

Ultra fast laser experiments

A new femtosecond oscillator and amplifier (Coherent Libra UFSHP) have recently been installed at the saphira lab. Combining
the Libra with a Light Conversion TOPAS-C optical parametric amplifier, makes it possible to generate femtosecond pulses of variable
wavelengths (200 nm to 22 000 nm). This setup is used to measure
the true one-photon action spectroscopy of the GFP chromophore.
Before doing the actual experiment we have to measure the
effect of shooting femtosecond pulses into the sed detector, to avoid
counts arising from the laser. This is shown for a 440 nm pulse in
figure 3.9 on page 48, where we have measured all combinations of
laser on/off and ions on/off. The measured signal is binned in 1 µs
bins. The Black curve show the measured signal with all background
subtracted. From the Laser on and Ions off measurement we see
delayed signal from thermal electrons detached from the glass plate
until about 13 µs, which is why our signal window is chosen to be
between 13 µs until 25 µs.
The first action absorption spectroscopy measurement using
this technique (femtosecond laser pulses) in our lab is shown in
figure 3.10 on page 49. The measurement has been done in a very
narrow wavelength range (a single output mode from the TOPAS),
but represents a pilot experiment with the new setup. The most
important thing to notice about these experiments is the errorbars
on the wavelength and the apparent shift of about 10 nm compared
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Figure 3.8: Best attempt at eliminating two photon absorption (orange
points) for the hbdi− chromophore. We do, unfortunately, still see
some contribution from two photon absorption at 480 nm. Compared
with the blue points (high laser pulse energies), however, this is a
significant improvement. Delayed channel absorption cross section
published in Ref. [10] is shown in black.

to the nano second experiment shown in blue. The errorbars arise
due to the bandwidth of the ultra pulses needed to compress the
pulse in time and the shown error is the width of the Gaussian
wavelength distribution as measured by an OceanOptics HR4000CGUV-NIR spectrometer. The apparent 10 nm no the red side of the
spectrum is probably caused by the high internal temperature of
the ions, also seen in figure 3.7 on page 45. The origin of the high
temperature is discussed later.
Photons in the measured wavelength region is generated by the
Fourth Harmonic (Double second harmonic generation) of the idler
wave from the TOPAS. The output pulse energy is thus very low,
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Figure 3.9: Single measurement at 440 nm used to determine which
data analysis windows to use. All combinations of Laser on/off and
Ions on/off has been measured. The black curve show the measured
signal, with background subtracted.

about 10 µJ at the maximum, and as low as 1 µJ. To measure the
pulse energy we therefore use a photodiode and measure the relative
photo voltage from this, using an oscilloscope. The measured
photo voltage during the scan looked disturbingly stable, hinting
at saturation, before correcting for the photodiode sensitivity. This
will be double checked before doing the final measurement.
The beam from the TOPAS is, very stable, collimated and
almost Gaussian in intensity, which is excellent compared to the
typical nano-second laser OPO output from both the EKSPLA and
Spectra-Physics lasers.
Comparing the results to the temperature measurements in 3.7
leads to the conclusion that the internal temperature of the ions
are very high.
It turns out that the ion trap gas inlet for helium buffer gas
had a minor leak. It was therefore difficult to store the ions in the
trap. To circumvent this we stored the ions in the octupole guide.
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Figure 3.10: Spectroscopy of the deprotonated hbdi chromophore
measured with femtosecond laser pulses. The profile is slightly shifted
compared to the nano second measurement. No delayed two-photon
absorption is seen.
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The first lens following the octupole were used to trap the ions
combined with the bias voltage and the gas flow from the capillary.
This works remarkably well, however we have no control on the
internal temperature of the ions, which is probably quite high. In
addition the atmospheric air from the leaking gas inlet were in the
acceleration region, leading to collisional heating with high center
of mass collisions, thus yielding a very high internal temperature
of the molecules. The leak has been found and fixed while I have
been writing this thesis.

3.4

The hbdi · hbdi− dimer
chromophore

We have, as a pilot project, studied the hydrogen bound complex of
a neutral and a deprotonated hbdi chromophore in the gas phase,
shown in figure 3.3c on page 39. Studying such a loosely bound
system reveals many advantages: First of all, as it is loosely bound,
the fragmentation happens faster than 20 µs after absorbing a single
photon. Another advantage is, that the complex includes a neutral
hbdi chromophore. Measuring the absorption spectrum of the
neutral chromophore in the gas phase has proved to be a difficult
task. The first attempts were done on model systems, with a charged
tail attached covalently to the chromophore. This method reveals an
absorption maximum at around 370 nm.[50, 51] A more recent and
direct measurement were recently achieved by Greenwood et al. [52]
where the absorption cross section of the neutral chromophore were
measured by doing resonantly enhanced multi-photon ionization of
an evaporated neutral chromophore sample. This method reveals an
absorption maximum at 340 nm, which is blue shifted considerably
compared to the study in Refs. [50, 51] and in the wild type protein
(∼400 nm).

3.4.1

Results and discussion

The structure of the molecule complex is shown in figure 3.11A
on the facing page and has been calculated at the MP2/(aug)-ccpVTZ level of theory using the Firefly software version 8.0[53, 54].
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Figure 3.11: A: The optimized MP2/(aug)-cc-pVTZ structure. B:
The dimer dissociation curve. C: The potential and probability distribution of the ground state proton transfer coordinate. Figure reprinted
from [56].

The O-O distance distance have been scanned (figure 3.11B), and
reveal a zero point energy corrected binding of 1.2 eV.[54] This is
a remarkably strong hydrogen bond, but still much weaker than
a covalent bond. In figure 3.11C a relaxed scan of the O-H bond
length has been calculated, which reveal a double well potential,
with a barrier of about 30 meV.[54] The ground state proton transfer
wavefunction has been calculated by embedding the potential energy
surface in an infinite square well potential and using the energy
eigenstates of this potential as the basis functions.[55] The ground
state wavefunction of the proton transfer coordinate, shown in
figure 3.11C, is very delocalized, in agreement with the calculated
strong hydrogen bond.
Two neutralization pathways, following photon absorption is
imagined: Electron detachment or fragmentation:
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{Dimer− }∗
Dimer− + ~ω

hbdi + hbdi−
e− + Dimer .

Electron detachment is in principle possible, however the electron
detachment threshold is calculated to be 3.38 eV for the anionic part
and 4.29 eV for the neutral part, which is just above the measured
photon energy region. This is in agreement with figure 3.12B on
the next page, which show the spectral difference between the full
action absorption spectrum measured at the prompt detector and
the specific fragmentation channel into two hbdi molecules. As
there are no difference between the two channels we conclude that
the only open neutralization channel in this wavelength region is
the fragmentation by breaking the hydrogen bond. It is therefore
concluded that the spectrum shown in figure 3.12A is the full
action absorption spectrum. Furthermore, as action happens after
absorption of single photon, we can further state that the full
one-photon absorption cross section is measured.
The highest absorption peak, 455 nm (2.72 eV), is assigned to the
anionic part of the dimer and the small peak at 393 nm (3.15 eV)
is assigned to the neutral part of the dimer, in relatively good
agreement with modeled vertical excitation energies, shown as
sticks in figure 3.12A on the facing page at 455 nm (2.72 eV) with
an oscillator strength of 1.44 for the anion and at 407 nm (3.04 eV)
with an oscillator strength of 0.27 for the neutral. The relative
oscillator strength between the neutral and anionic chromophore
corresponds nicely to the measurement, when taking the non-zero
“anionic” background at the neutral absorption maximum into
account.
The blue line in figure 3.12C is the experimentally measured
absorption cross section, and the green line is the theoretical model
of the full dimer. The other lines will be discussed later. The
theoretical model is modeled with a stationary proton in the minimal
configuration, the inhomogeneous broadening due to the shuttling
proton is thus not included. The extremely jagged spectrum arises
due to low-energy vibrational modes associated with the hydrogen
bond.
A vibrational analysis based on the theoretical model is employed
to disentangle the effect of the delocalized proton.[54]

The anionic chromophore
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Figure 3.12: A: Prompt spectrum measured with ion source trap
cooled to liquid nitrogen temperatures. B: Difference between prompt
channel and specific fragmentation channel. C: Dimer spectrum with
theoretically modeled lines. D: Protein spectrum with theoretically
modeled lines (Method described in Ref. [47]). Figure reprinted from
[56].

The anionic chromophore
Figure 3.12C presents the theoretical model of the full absorption
spectrum of the anion in the dimer at different temperatures, and
with different broadening widths (Purple: 100 K,2 meV HWHM
and Red: 300 K,21 meV HWHM). Both calculations restrict the
vibrational Hessian matrix to vibrations localized on the anion in the
dimer, similar to the method used in Ref. [47]. Figure 3.12D show
protein data (black: Low temperature fluorescence spectroscopy by
Lossau et al. [57]) with theoretical models of the S65T GFP protein.
(Orange: 150 K,7 meV HWHM, Purple: 100 K,2 meV HWHM). The
purple lines are thus produced with the same temperature and
broadening.
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The prominent Bond Length Alternating (BLA) modes (visualized in table 3.1) are visible in the spectrum for both the dimer and
the protein system. All Franck-Condon active modes are shown in
figure 3.13 on the facing page. The BLA modes provide a precise
fingerprint used to align the dimer and protein spectra yielding a
0.08 eV shift between the 0-0 transition of the dimer (464 nm in the
theoretical model) compared to that of the protein (478 nm). The
strength of the hydrogen bond in the dimer (O-H distance of 1.4 Å)
is larger than that of the protein (O-H distance of 1.8 Å) and thus
the shift is larger, yielding a blue shift of the dimer absorption.
Comparing the anionic absorption to different GFP type proteins is rather difficult. The above calculations is based on the
S65T mutated protein, while other mutations yield different absorption maxima from for example wild-type GFP: 470-475 nm[36] and
EGFP: 487-489 nm[35, 37]. Electrostatic interactions can shift the
excitation wavelength down to about 453 nm as is the case for teal
fluorescent proteins.[38].
To compare with the isolated deprotonated hbdi chromophore,
it is first noted, that upon excitation from S0 into S1 , electron
density moves from the rings to the middle carbon atom of the
bridge moiety.[45, 46, 47] The hydrogen bond thus stabilized the
ground state more than the excited state. The net result is a blue
Table 3.1: Vibrational frequencies and Huang-Rhys factors[58, 59]
(i.e., a half of a squared dimensionless origin shift, shown in the
brackets) of the most active BLA modes of the anionic chromophore
in the dimer and inside the protein. All Franck-Condon active modes
are shown in Fig. 3.13

Vibrational
Mode

Dimer

Protein

O

1579 cm−1
(0.10)

1614 cm−1
(0.28)

O

1692 cm−1
(0.07)

1696 cm−1
(0.02)

O

C=N stretch

N

-

N

O
N

N

-

C=C bridge
stretch
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Figure 3.13: Gaussian displacement of vibrational modes in the
calculations. The top panel includes all vibrational modes in the
dimer system. The O-O stretch mode at 170 cm−1 is the responsible
for the jagged green model in figure 3.12 on page 53. The middle
panel show modes localized on the anion in the dimer. The lower panel
show modes localized on the anion in the S65T GFP protein.[54].

shift shift of the S0 → S1 excitation of the anion in the dimer
compared to that of the free deprotonated chromophore. The 0-0
transition of the dimer (464 nm (2.67 eV)) is thus a lower bound of
that of the isolated deprotonated chromophore in agreement with
previous experimental (482 nm (2.57 eV)[10, 60]) and theoretical
(492 nm (2.52 eV)[47]) studies.
The neutral chromophore
As neutral molecules are more or less inert to electrical fields, they
are extremely difficult to handle in the gas phase. The experiment
by Greenwood et al. [52], in which the absorption cross section of the
neutral GFP chromophore was measured is therefore an impressive
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"Neutral" dimer S0

O-H Bond Length

S1

S 0 Neutral HBDI

Figure 3.14: The calculated ground state potential energy surfaces
and wave functions as well as conceptual excited state potentials (The
dimer in red and the free neutral in blue). The inset show measured
absorption spectra from figure 3.12 and from Greenwood et al. [52].

achievement. Their experiment revealed an absorption maximum at
(340 ± 5) nm (3.65 eV), which is very much blue shifted compared
to that measured in the dimer and in proteins. In this regard it is
noteworthy that the neutral absorption is quite insensitive to the
local chromophore environment in the protein, with an absorption
maximum at 400 nm.[61, 62, 63] A very strong hydrogen bond (O-O
distance of 2.32 Å, 0.14 Å shorter than in the dimer) can tune the
absorption to 410 nm as seen in the S65T/H148D GFP mutated
protein.[61]
The insensitivity of the neutral absorption points to the fact,
that the isolated neutral chromophore needs special considerations.
We note that the GFP chromophore is a strong photo acid, which
leads to a longer O-H bond in the excited state compared to the
ground state. Photo absorption is therefore expected to lead to
excitation of the O-H stretch vibrational mode. A viable proton
acceptor will increase the O-H distance in the ground state, thus
enabling absorption directly into the ground state of the O-H

3.5. Conclusions
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stretch mode in the excited state. Vibrational analysis of the free
neutral chromophore yields an O-H stretch frequency of 3821 cm−1
which has been used to calculate the harmonic potential of this
mode. Both the harmonic approximation in the ground state of the
neutral chromophore as well as the calculated ground state potential
energy of the dimer is shown in figure 3.14 on the preceding page.
Conceptual excited state potentials are shown as well. Here the
free neutral excited state is shifted along the O-H bond length
coordinate to allow for a vertical excitation into the first excited
state of the O-H stretch mode. The dimer excited state is shown
as a proton transfer potential. The shown experimental spectra
of the free neutral chromophore and of the neutral in the dimer is
shown in the inset. From this figure it is immediately visible that
the apparent shift of 3821 cm−1 corresponds almost exactly to the
shift from the dimer to the free neutral.

3.5

Conclusions

I have pursued to measure the one-photon absorption cross section
of the Green Fluorescent Protein chromophore, hbdi, to uncover
whether a specific vibrational mode is actually enhancing electron
autodetachment as suggested by Bochenkova and Andersen [47].
It has been established that we do actually see this enhancement
and that the effect is more pronounced with low temperature chromophores. The absorption spectra are, however quite noisy due
to the required low laser pulse energies needed combined with our
very unstable laser.
A very different approach has been tried, in which a tunable ultrafast laser has been employed to eliminate two-photon absorption
by restricting the duration of the laser pulse. The first measurement
is consistent with previous measurements using nano-second laser
pulses. I am therefore optimistic about using this method to ensure
that each chromophore only absorbs a single photon.
A method has been proposed on how to actually measure the
internal conversion version autodetachment yield as a function of
wavelength and temperature by considering the power dependence
of prompt and delayed channels.
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The dimer complex of an anionic and a neutral hbdi molecule
was measured. This system provides valuable insights into the
effect of hydrogen bonds on both the anionic and neutral hbdi
chromophores. The method used in this experiment has already
been used for similar system containing only a single hbdi molecule
bound to a proton donor or acceptor. The results were included in
the master thesis by Persen [64], and provides the first insights into
excited state proton transfer in the gas phase.

Chapter 4
Retinal, the chromophore
of vision
The retinal chromophore, a type of Vitamin A, is found in the
Retinylidene family of proteins. Retinylidene proteins are found
in many variants, for example opsines found in mammalian vision
and bacteriorhodopsines used as a proton pump in some bacteria.
Human vision employs 5 different types opsines. Three types are
needed for color vision in the cone cells, one type is used for night
vision, and at last the melanopsine adjusts the pupils among other
things.[65, 66]
The absorption profiles of opsines span a vast range, enabling us
to distinguish colors, it is, however, always the same chromophore
absorbing the photon. We study this chromophore, the Protonated
Schiff Base Retinal chromophore, in the gas phase, to obtain an
understanding of its intrinsic properties.
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4.1

The retinal chromophore

Absorption (arb. units)

The retinal chromophore is obtained by mammals by cleaving βcarotenes, for example from carrots, into two retinal molecules.[67]
In contrast to the GFP protein chromophore, retinal has to be
provided in addition to the protein moiety.[68] The chromophore
is linked to the lysene 296 amino acid through a protonated Schiff
base, and is thus in a charged state in the protein.
A Bovine (cow) rhodopsin protein is depicted in figure 4.2 on the
facing page, with the retinal chromophore shown in blue.[70] The
chromophore is twisted into the 11s-cis state in the visual opsines
due to steric constraints. The isolated retinal chromophore is usually
synthesized with an n-butylamine tail, yielding a protonated Schiff
base chromophore when in an acidic environment.
The human vision proteins span a huge range, as depicted
in figure 4.1. The tuning in the proteins are done by the local
environment surrounding the chromophore, it is therefore imperative
to have a precise reference in order to disentangle the effect of the
protein. This reference is the isolated chromophore in the gas phase.
The energetically optimal geometry of the isolated gas-phase
chromophores is usually in the 6s-cis,11s-trans state, seen in figure 4.3 on page 62 model A, with the β-ionone ring at an angle of

Absorption profiles of human cone pigments.
1
0.5
0

400

500
600
wavelength (nm)

700

Figure 4.1: The eye have three different proteins in the three different
cone cells for color vision. The absorption profile for these cone
pigments are seen above. Adapted from [69].

4.1. The retinal chromophore

Figure 4.2: Bovine rhodopsin (rcsb protein 1u19) rendered with the
PyMOL package. [71]
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Figure 4.3: These are the molecules used in this work. Derivative
A mimics the chromophore found in animal rhodopsines. In animal
rhodopsines the chromophore is anchored to Lys-296 through a protonated Schiff base (psb). In these chromophores, the psb is still
present, but the amino acid is not, only a carbon tail is left. The
mass of chromophore A is 340 amu and for B it is 365 amu

about 50◦ .[72] The model A chromophore is the focus of this thesis.
The remaining molecules in figure 4.3 will also be discussed. Due
to the internal temperature of the chromophore in our experiment
in gas phase the 6s bond is not in a defined state. The energy
barrier for rotating between the 6s-trans state (180◦ ) and the 6s-cis
state (50◦ ) is quite low, such that most of the rotation configuration
space is available for the chromophore.[72, 73] The chromophore
sample D locks the ring out of the plane which complements the
other chromophore samples reported on in [73].
In this report I will cover the absorption profile of the model

4.2. Statistical decay of the psb Retinal chromophore
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A chromophore in the gas phase. The fragmentation pathway and
lifetime of the hot molecules will also be covered.

4.2

Statistical decay of the
Retinal chromophore

psb

That the fragmentation happens from the ground state has been
confirmed by doing a low energy collisional induced dissociation
(cid) experiment. Low energy cid heats the molecule by vibrational
excitation, so it never leaves the electronic ground state. From low
energy cid a prominent fragment of mass 248 amu is seen with
very small contributions from a few other fragments (74, 175, and
267 amu. See figure 4.4a on the following page).
The presented photo induced fragmentation in Ref. [74] shown
only fragmentation after excitation into S1 . We are concerned about
fragmentation after excitation into S2 and the presented data in
Ref. [74] are therefore not sufficient. In figure 4.4b on the next page,
it was checked that the mass of the most prominent pathway is the
same after exciting into both S1 and S2 and does not result in the
rich spectrum following absorption of a 260 nm photon.[74]
It turns out, that the charged fragment of mass 248 amu cannot
be formed by cleaving a single bond in the molecule. We proposed
a model in Ref. [74], where fragmentation happens after a DielsAlder cyclization, similar to what is seen in β-carotenes.[75]. This
model (figure 4.5 on page 65) requires a mobile proton from the
protonated Schiff base as well as two cis-trans isomerizations, which
is easily available with the internal energy achieved following photon
absorption.
In their recent paper, Coughlan et al. [76] propose a scheme, in
which a charged fragment with a single cyclic structure is generated.
Their claim is backed by studies in a single stage ion mobility
apparatus in which fragments are discriminated by their velocities in
a drift tube. In this experimental framework it was possible to verify
their scheme by observing the drift velocities of synthesized sprayed
fragments, and by calculating drift velocities of intermediates in
the scheme proposed by us in Ref. [74].
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(a) Low energy cid done by Philip
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(b) Charged fragments of the retinal chromophore following photon absorption (585 nm into S1
and 400 nm into S2 ). The mass
axis has been calibrated to Philip
Dugourds experiment.

Figure 4.4: Fragmentation of the protonated Schiff base retinal
chromophores

In both schemes it is imperative, that a mobile proton is available.
To This has been verified by observing the fragments generated
from the radical cation shown in figure 4.3F on page 62.
The chromophores derivative D (7-membered locked ring) has
been studied to verify that the cyclization is not the only energetically accessible decay path. This chromophores also fragments
after absorption of one photon and because of the seven-membered
ring the cyclization step is not possible. For this molecule the
only fragment seen is the loss of the tail NH3+ CH2 CH2 CH2 CH3 of
mass 74 amu.[74] This fragment is also observed in low energy cid
experiments, and the fragment of 267 amu corresponds exactly to
the same fragmentation at the tail, but with the proton on the
large fragment. The observed fragment of mass 175 amu can also
be explained in the frame of the fragmentation pathway suggested
by Coughlan et al. [76], if the final bond rearrangement attaches

4.2.1. Decay analysis
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Figure 4.5: The upper part show our fragmentation scheme presented
in Ref. [74], the lower part show the scheme proposed by Coughlan
et al. [76]. The mobile proton is of high importance in both schemes.
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [76]. Copyright 2014 American
Chemical Society.

the n-butylamine tail to the cyclic fragment.

4.2.1

Decay analysis

Retinal chromophores studied in the gas phase is produced in the
electrospray ion source in which they thermalize with ion source trap
buffer gas. When neglecting collisional heating upon extraction from
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Figure 4.6: Illustration of the internal energy distribution of an
ensemble of molecules leaving a trap at 300 K, before and after
absorption of a 610 nm photon.

the trap, the internal temperature of the generated chromophores
are thus determined by the temperature of the ion trap leaving a
Boltzmann distribution of internal temperatures as discussed in
section 2.6.4 on page 27. Not when the retinal chromophore is photo
excited it quickly returns to the ground state through a conical
intersection[77]. The internal energy energy has now increased by
a few eV as illustrated in figure 4.6.
Decay following S0 → S2 excitation
The first reports on the retinal fragmentation time dependence were
published in 2007 by Lammich et al. [78]. The retinal chromophore
were, in this paper, photo excited from S0 → S2 with a 400 nm
photon. The fragmentation pattern were then studied first in
elisa for one photon absorption, and afterwards at sep ii to
study the time dependence of the 2-photon absorption. Statistical
fragmentation could, in both cases, be modeled with an Arrhenius
model, as described in section 2.6.4 on page 27, with parameters
Ea = 2 eV, log10 ν[s−1 ] = 16.
The first measurement presented here (figure 4.7a on the facing
page) is a repetition of the published results in Ref. [78], yielding a comparable result (Ea = 2.0 eV, log10 ν[s−1 ] = 19). The
decay model should, however, be able to describe many different

Decay following S0 → S1 excitation
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(b) Simultaneous fit to decay patterns of selected wavelengths.

Figure 4.7: Decay patterns following S0 → S2 excitation.

wavelength regions at the same time, which is attempted in figure 4.7b. In this case a different set of fit parameters is obtained
(Ea = 1.9 eV, log10 ν[s−1 ] = 15), and the model is apparently unable to describe all wavelengths correctly using the same set of
parameters.
Decay following S0 → S1 excitation
A single measurement with 630 nm photons were recorded with
the ion trap cooled with liquid nitrogen to sharpen the energy
distribution and hopefully get more reliable results. Figure 4.8a on
the following page show the first attempt at determining the decay.
Apparently adding an exponential solves the problem as seen in
figure 4.8b.
To investigate this long lived decay further, and to attempt a
global fit of the decay at several wavelengths, a series of experiments
were done with a room temperature trap and alternating laser on
and laser off to easily subtract the background counts, even for low
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Figure 4.8: Arrhenius fits to decay after S0 → S1 absorption. The
top panels show the studentized residuals.

signal intensity at late times. The resulting decay curves are shown
in figure 4.9A on the next page. Here we observe a very similar
long exponential with an average lifetime of (9.8 ± 0.2) ms for all
wavelengths. Subtracting this results in the decay patterns shown
in figure 4.9B.
This long lifetime could be explained by an inter system crossing
from the excited state, S1 , into a triplet state, thus trapping the
system in the triplet state. We would expect this to yield an
exponential lifetime in this triplet state in agreement with the data.
This interpretation, however, reveals a triplet yield of about 40 %,
which seems very high.
Modeling the decay with a single activation energy for all wavelengths is in principle be possible. It turns out to be more problematic than first imagined. Figure 4.10 on page 70 illustrates the
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Figure 4.9: Analysis of decay several milliseconds after laser excitation

most precise fit, where an addition hot tail, to simulate collisional
heating when extraction ions from the ion source trap, has been
included. This seems to work reasonably well, with Arrhenius parameters Ea = 1.67 eV, log10 ν[s−1 ] = 13.1, this is still, however, a
rather narrow wavelength region, and the fit fails if it is expanded
to include more wavelengths.
Fitting simultaneously for many excitation energies have previously been attempted by Andersen et al. [79] for several GFP
and RFP chromophores. A similar problem is observed, where a
single set of parameters is unable to describe the decay curves for
all wavelengths. In the study of Ref. [79], two sets of parameters
are needed to correctly describe the decay at both long and short
delays after photon excitation.
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Figure 4.10: Simultaneous fit to decay patterns measured at several
wavelengths. The studentized residuals at the top show clear patterns,
which varies with wavelengths, hinting that the model does not
describe the model fully.

4.2.2

Discussion

Publishing the first paper regarding the fragmentation pathway
of the retinal chromophore has initiated a discussion which has
yielded several contributions on the matter. The thermal activation
of trans-cis isomerizations , important for the dissociation scheme,
were probed by Coughlan et al. [80]. Coughlan et al. further
published a scheme for fragmentation backed by measurements.
Their scheme and theoretical models claim that several barriers
have to crossed to end at dissociation, which is in agreement with
a recent paper by Dilger et al. [81]. The fragmentation scheme can
explain the previously measured low energy cid spectrum (248 amu
and 175 amu yielding further evidence in favor of this scheme.
As we see almost no fragmentation at the Schiff base (74 amu
and 267 amu), we conclude that the cyclization rate is much faster
than the rate of fragmentation at the Schiff base.
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An exponential decay at delays longer than 10 ms for all measured wavelengths in figure 4.9 on page 69 was found to have the
same lifetime of about (9.8 ± 0.2) ms. We suspect that this is caused
by the molecule being in a trapped state, either because of inter
system crossing into the triplet state or in a trapped isomerization
state. In the case that it is caused by a triplet state, we can measure
the triplet yield from the fitted function, which yields roughly 40 %.
Triplet quantum yields of β-carotenes have been measured to be
less than 1%,[82]. Quantum triplet yields up to 50% has been
observed for several polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, quinoline
for example.[83] To infer whether this long lived state is caused by
a triplet state thus requires a more thorough investigation.
The long lived decay might also be caused by the internal
isomerization barriers described by Refs. [76, 81]. The simplest
model including an intermediate state is the 3-state model
A

kBA

kAB

B

→
kBC

C,

(4.1)

where A is the initial hot ground state, B is the intermediate state,
and C is the fragmented state. What is measured in the experiment
is thus dC
multiplied by the initial population of A. Solving these
dt
rate equations lead to two exponentials. Unfortunately this mode
is also unable to describe the decay if a delta function energy
distribution is assumed. Deciding whether this model can describe
the decay therefore needs the correct description where each rate is
energy dependent similar to the model employed in this study.
Another possible explanation why the model fails is, actually,
because one of the primary assumptions for deriving equation (2.22),
that the vibrational level density of the parent and the fragment
is approximately the same, doesn’t hold in our case. This is of
course easily seen when considering the fragmentation pattern
of the chromophore, but has nevertheless been used as a first
approximation.
Finally, radiative cooling of the chromophores has not been
taken into account. The lifetimes for radiative cooling is usually of
the order of tens of milliseconds, which is comparable to the long
lifetime component as discussed previously, and should therefore
be taken into account.[84]
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4.3

Spectroscopy

Spectroscopy measurements of the psb retinal chromophore in the
gas phase has been a major field of research for Lars Andersens group.
Most recently, a paper was published in Angewandthe Chemie[73],
where it was suggested that the rotation of the β-ionone ring caused
the broad plateau in the absorption cross section seen in figure 4.11
on the next page. This was supported by measurements on a few
different chromophore derivatives designed to mimic the broken
conjugation due to ring rotation. Before the Angewandthe Chemie
paper, two papers by Lars’ group reported on the spectroscopy of
the retinal chromophore. One paper on the S0 → S1 transition[11]
and the other paper on the S0 → S2 transition[85]. These early
measurements were done with an older laser system, where the
transverse laser profile changed significantly during a wavelength
scan. Assuming that the overlap between the ion bunch and the laser
is constant is then probably not correct, and we can therefore not
trust the structure of the absorption profile completely, especially
not the relative sizes of the peaks and shoulders of the measured
cross section. These measurements have been done at the elisa
setup just as the GFP chromophore spectroscopy measurements.
A more recent experiment by Coughlan et al. [80] has been
done in an ion mobility spectrometer. In this experiment, different
isomers are isolated in space and time due to different speeds
through a drift-tube, and depletion and growth of different isomers
and fragments can therefore be monitored. The depletion of all-trans
protonated Schiff base retinal chromophores were thus monitored,
and the resulting spectroscopic measurement is shown in figure 4.11
on the facing page. This measurement agrees with data published
in Ref. 11.
Two significantly different absorption profiles have thus been
published:
1. A relatively narrow with a maximum around (610 ± 5) nm[11,
80] and
2. A very broad absorption in the region between 520 nm to
615 nm.[73]
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Figure 4.11: Angewandthe Chemie[73], PRL[85] and JACS[11] spectra
published by Lars Andersen et. al, and a more recent result by
Coughlan et al. [80].

A large part of my thesis work has focused on disclosing the effects
of the different measured spectra. An enormous effort has been put
into isolating different effects, ranging from temperature effects (by
cooling the ion source trap), to aging of the sample in solution phase
and reducing gas flow through the heated capillary by installing
tiny apertures at the capillary end. All of these measurements have
been null-measurements, in the sense that any single perturbation
did not reveal any significant insight into the effects at hand. In the
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Figure 4.12: Potential energy curves of the one-dimensional ring
rotation coordinate. Calculations were performed at the MP2/ccpVTZ level of theory and point wise zero point energy corrected at
the MRMP2/CASSCF(12,12)/cc-pVTZ level.[54, 72]

process, I have, though, measured both types of spectra (narrow
and broad). The explanation will be covered later.

4.3.1

The retinal chromophore

An important molecular coordinate, when regarding photon absorption, is the β-ionone ring rotation. The potential energy surface
of this particular mode is shown in the lower panel of figure 4.12.
The upper panel present the calculated vertical excitation energies
at the optimized ground state geometry. From the upper panel we
observe, that the red part of the absorption cross section stems from
either cold molecules in the C (6s-trans) configuration or from very
hot molecules with an almost planar 6s-cis configuration. The most
favorable configuration in the 6s-cis case is, however, at an angle of
about 50◦ degrees, from which the absorption wavelength is roughly
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Figure 4.13: The right hand side presents expected absorption bands
corresponding to the rotation of the β-ionone ring at 1 K (top) and
700 K (bottom). The left hand side show the full absorption band
when taking all vibrational modes into consideration. On the top left
is a comparison to the experimental spectra presented in figure 4.14.

550 nm. Thus, photon absorption at a wavelength on the blue edge
of the absorption band does not necessarily correspond to the hot
molecules, while a cold molecule doesn’t necessarily correspond
to a red shifted absorption. The effect of this is shown in on the
right hand side of figure 4.13, where the absorption band, when
only considering the rotation coordinate and not other vibrational
modes, for a cold molecule (1 K) at the top, and a warm molecule
(700 K) at the bottom. A slight broadening of 17 cm−1 HWHM is
applied.
Now the molecules are of course not cooled to 1 K but the
distribution of internal energies span a large range of temperatures,
as seen in figure 4.6 on page 66, where the distribution corresponds
to the thermal distribution of the ions while in the ion source trap
at 300 K. Absorption at 550 nm are therefore expected to favor
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cold molecules, which will have a longer lifetime due to the lower
internal energy. In this regard it is noted that the photon energy
difference between a 550 nm photon and a 600 nm photon is 0.15 eV,
far less than the width of the thermal distribution.
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Figure 4.14: Action absorption profile dependence of the chosen
time gated signal window. Measurements have been normalized the
absorption at 600 nm.

Based on the discussion above, it is expected that absorption at
the blue end leads to longer lifetimes, such that if a neutral yield
time gate is chosen at late times we favor absorption around 550 nm
and for short times, a bit longer than 600 nm. The experimental
analysis is presented in figure 4.14, where this exact effect is seen.
The hot ions fragment fastest, thus yielding a maximum at 610 nm
(blue and red lines), and cold ions (long window: yellow and purple)

4.3.2. Retinal derived chromophores
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favor absorption around 550 nm. The effect is very pronounced
for short time windows, however less so for the long time windows
due to contributions from hot ion fragmentation. The absorption
cross section, when considering the full decay, is shown in green in
figure 4.14.
The cleanest experiment in terms of the included temperatures
is thus obtained when considering only the shortest time window,
with the highest contribution from hot ions. The modeled spectra
at 700 K is shown in the top left of figure 4.13 on page 75 together
with three spectra from figure 4.14. It is clear that this model nicely
reproduces the absorption cross section when considering the short
time window, thus favoring hot ions.
There are thus two effects which are responsible for deviating
absorption profiles: 1. The internal temperature distribution of
the ion bunch, which can change due to many factors as discussed
in section 3.2.1 on page 39, and 2. The time gated signal window
which is used, as this can favor different parts of the thermal energy
distribution of the ion bunch.
The observed behaviour is consistent with the measurement
by Coughlan et al. [80]. In their experiment ions are continuously
heated and in addition it would be expected long time scale fragmentation is quenched due to collisional cooling in the drift region, thus
emphasizing fast fragmentation, which in this context emphasizes
the red part of the spectrum.

4.3.2

Retinal derived chromophores

Retinal derived chromophores have been synthesized (by Mordechai
Sheeves) to isolate and perturb single nuclei coordinates. The
derived chromophores are shown in figure 4.3 on page 62. As
discussed in the previous section, the rotation of the β-ionone
ring is an important coordinate, and it is therefore interesting to
study. The derived chromophores do just that, restrict the available
rotation angle to a smaller region than the free retinal chromophore.
The presented argument by Rajput et al. [73] is, that the planar
configuration accounts for the red part of the absorption band,
whereas the perpendicular configuration is breaking the conjugation,
and thus accounts for the blue part of absorption band. The seven-
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Figure 4.15: Retinal derived chromophore absorption curves have been
analyzed using similar long time gated signal windows, as discussed
in figure 4.14 on page 76 (the green curve/window).

membered locked retinal chromophore is extremely interesting in
this regard, as the locking ring keeps the β-ionone ring out the plane,
while not allowing any of the extreme cases studied in Ref. [73].
The absorption profiles shown in figure 4.15 reveal strikingly similar
absorption profiles for the 7-membered locked and unlocked retinal
chromophores, while the unlocked and the 6-membered locked forms
nicely reproduces the results published in Ref. [73].
A third locked version (See figure 4.3 on page 62, molecule C)
was also produced, in which the ring structure is locked in the

S0 → S2 excitation
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Figure 4.16: A measurement of the cooled psb retinal chromophore
suggests, that a rich vibrational spectrum is resolved. It turned out
to arise from laser pointing instabilities.

6s-cis configuration. Unfortunately it was not possible to spray this
molecule. We were apparently unable to attach the n-bytulamine
tail to the chromophore, so a new sample has been “ordered” at
the chemists.
S0 → S2 excitation
The S0 → S2 excitation is located at about 410 nm (see figure 4.15
on the facing page), and is thus in the wavelength region where
our laser is performing very poorly. This fact, combined with the
lower oscillator strength of the transition, compared to that of the
S0 → S1 transition results in fairly noisy experimental results. The
experiment nicely reproduces what was published by Nielsen et al.
[85] with regards to the model A chromophore and the absorption
maximum is apparently quite insensitive to the ring rotation.

4.3.3

Cold chromophores

Cooling the chromophores should limit the explored configuration
space probed. The effect of this can be explained in the context of
the model proposed in the Angewandthe Chemie paper[73], where
a cooled molecule will not explore the perpendicular configuration,
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and thus, the absorption cross section could be more localized, as
discussed previously.
My first attempt at observing this is shown in figure 4.16 on
the previous page. The observed structure was believed to arise
from vibrations, at that time. The structures were extremely
reproducible, and it turned out that it was also visible with a
room temperature trap. Upon carefully inspecting the experimental
setup, it turned out, that very small pointing instabilities of the laser
beam was the reason for the structures, as discussed in figure 2.4
on page 12.

4.4

Conclusion and outlook

The fragmentation channels of the psb retinal chromophore, model
A, has been analysed, and a first explanation of the mysterious
decay into a fragment of mass 248 amu was asserted in Ref. [74].
The explanation implied that a Diels Alder cyclization enabled
the fragmentation of a middle part of the backbone π-system. By
measuring the fragmentation pathway of the model D, 7-membered
locked, chromophore we determined that other fragments are energetically accessible for the model A chromophore. This lead to
the conclusion that the cyclization happens very fast, such that
fragmentation at the Schiff base is forbidden. Further measurements of the model F radical cation suggests that a mobile proton
plays a major role in the cyclization. This behaviour is also seen
for peptide fragmentation.[86] The Diels Alder based model has
been superseded by the description of Coughlan et al. [76], which
explains all of the measured photo products and low energy cid
products.
Previously published absorption cross sections deviate quite
a lot. This deviation has been explained by observing a strong
temperature dependence of the absorption cross section of the psb
retinal chromophore, backed by experiments and theory.
The time dependence of the decay were analyzed with an Arrhenius type decay equation and good agreement were found when
exciting into the S2 state by photons in the 380 nm to 420 nm range.
It was apparently problematic to describe the decay patterns for all

4.4. Conclusion and outlook
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wavelength when exciting into the first excited state. This failure
is easily understood when considering the temperature dependence
of the absorption cross section, which means that the full internal
energy distribution is not simply shifted upon photo excitation of a
bunch of molecules, as suggested in figure 4.6 on page 66. A more
sophisticated model is thus needed to describe the statistical decay
of this system.

Chapter 5
Ultrafast experiments
Solution phase experiments have Previously been used as a reference
for the photophysics, but this reference has been shown to fail on
several occations.
In this section I will briefly discuss the envisioned experiments using the new laser setup at Saphira to do pump-probe spectroscopy
in the gas phase.
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5.1.1

Chapter 5. Ultrafast experiments

Pump-probe measurements at

Saphira

Retinal experiments

After photon absorption the retinal chromophore undergoes a series
of isomerizations starting with twisting the tail out of the plane. In
the rhodopsin protein this takes the chromophore from the 11-cis
state (rhodopsin) to the 11-trans (bathorhodopsin). This isomerization is the first step of the vision cycle.[87, 88] The timescale
for this transition was measured in 1991 by Schoenlein et al. [88]
to be around 200 fs. New evidence further support this timescale
and suggests that there is indeed a conical intersection involved
in the transition from the excited state to the ground state. [77]
This was measured with solvated bovine rhodopsin using transient
absorption pump-probe measurements. The reference timescale
The only available reference is again solution phase experiments,
which suggest that the protein greatly decreases the isomerization
time of the psb retinal chromphore.[89, 90, 91, 92, 93]
Gas phase references are not available for this system. We
plan to provide those, by monitoring fragmentation patterns as
a function of pump-probe delay pulses. We expect that this will
uncover internal conversion timescales in the gas phase.

5.1.2

The GFP chromophore

The GFP chromophore has been a subject to extensive studies of its
excited state dynamics monitored by photo electron spectroscopy in
the gas phase.[94, 95] We plan to investigate the internal conversion
timescales, by monitoring two-photon fragmentation patterns of
the chromophore stored in saphira.
The GFP dimer
Figure 3.14 on page 56 suggests, that the excited state of the hbdi
dimer complex is a proton transfer state. We would like to confirm
this, on either the dimer, or on similar complexes containing only
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The GFP dimer

a single hbdi chromophore, by monitoring photo electrons in the
photo electron spectrometer at saphira.
In this type of experiment, with the dimer, it might be possible
to observe coupled excitation of both chromophores due to the
delocalized proton in the ground state.
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Figure 5.1: The initial isomerization dynamics of the retinal chromophore in bovine rhodopsin is depicted above. When the chromophore absorbs a photon it quickly, within 200 fs isomerizes from
the 11-cis to the all-trans conformation through a conical intersection.
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [77].
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